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This appendix presents a brief analysis of the factors affecting the
interface between the spacecraft and a video imaging experiment. The
influence of scene luminance, ground speed, altitude, and attitude
control limit cycle rate on achievable resolution is examined, and it is
concluded that a vidicon camera system with a 25-ram diameter optics
for mapping at 1 km or better and a 150-ram diameter optics for
obtaining high resolution pictures is a typical experiment for Voyager.
The high resolution system can achieve a resolution of 50 to 60 meters
under average (400-ft lamberts) lighting, with open loop image motion
compensation (IMC). A resolution of about 25 meters can be achieved
under these conditions with 1 per cent IMC.. A great increase in flexi-
bility could be achieved with a zoom lens, but this has not been consi-
dered because of the added complexity.
Film offers certain advantages over a TV system but power and
weight considerations and the risk of radiation damage appears too high
to permit depending on a film system. If additional weight were avail-
able, a film system would be an attractive additional experiment.
Finally the requirements for data rate inputs to the bulk data
storage (BDS) are analyzed. It is concluded that the long readout time
available from a storage vidicon is an important factor in achieving
manageable read-in rates to the BDS. The image ....... -._-- _ _z-_
vidicons have higher sensitivity but are not likely to be available on the
indicated time scale (1966 Development Freeze).
The assistance of Eastman Kodak Company in the optical analysis
and I_CA in the television analysis have been significant contributions
to this appendix.
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1. FACTORS AFFECTING IMAGE RESOLUTION
Three factors affect the image resolution. They are as follows:
a) Transducer resolution, expressed in line pairs per
millimeter (9)
b) Optical resolution, usually expressed in radians
c) Image motion, blur or smear
We neglect here the potential degradation because of deficiencies in the
transmission link and use a Kell factor of 0.7 in ground reconstruction,
assuming these to be essentially constant for various schemes consi-
dered. The over-all resolution is approximated quite well by taking
the rss of these three factors expressed in equivalent units, such as
in kilometers on the surface of Mars.
1. 1 Transducer Resolution Limit
The limiting value of sensor resolution, p lp/mm varies from
around P = 17 for an image intensifier or SEC vidicon to P = 150 for
high resolution film and its readout. The storage vidicon has p = 35.
Calling the equivalent ground resolution because of transducer
resolution A T , we can write





= altitude in km
F = focal length of the optics in mm
Optical Re solution Limit
The ideal diffraction limit angle would give
2.5),
6 = --_ radians (A.Z)
where k is wavelength in mm and D is the diameter of the optics in mm.
For optics which achieve 70 per cent of the diffraction limit the ground
is given by A = Hresolution, A o, o 1000 D assuming k = 5.5 x 10 -4 ram.
(A. 3)
A-Z
It should be noted that near-diffraction-limited optics require careful
thermal control, and fairly heavy structure. The curves of Figure A-I
show estimates based on the past experience in producing optics for
space application. The curves are plotted for the range of f/nos from
4 to 6, and show the weight and thermal control power required as















Figure A-l. Typical High Quality Lens
I. 3 Image Motion Resolution Limit
The resolution limit set by image motion is a function of the









energy required for exposure in ft-cd-sec. Representative
values are 0. i ft-cd-sec for film and the storage vidicon
and 0.01 ft-cd-sec for the image intensifier or SEC vidicon
optical efficiency
brightness of surface in ft lamberts
ratio of focal length, F, to diameter, D.
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Calling the resolution limit because of smear AS'





V = speed of the field of view over the ground in km/sec.
S
For a system which continuously points at the center
of Mars, V s is the speed of the sub-orbital point.
Near apoapsis, V s becomes so small that the pointing stability
of the spacecraft becomes significant. It appears that a spacecraft
body rate of 10 -4 rad/sec or less can be maintained. Consequently
-4 4 E F 2
= H x i0 D2 (A. 6)Aa 0.6B
1.4 Surface Brightness
Many observations have been made of the surface of Mars. It
appears that the consensus is that the surface brightness of the subsolar
point is approximately 1000-ft lamberts. The brightness range for the
indicated range of Sun-spacecraft-Mars angles of 105 to 140 degrees
for high relief photography implies (for a lambertian surface) a range
of surface brightness from Z60 up to 765-ft lamberts. This neglects
the possibility of viewing away from the suborbital point (spacecraft-
surface-planet center angle of 180 degrees) to spacecraft-surface-
planet center angles as low as 150 degrees.
1.5 Shutter Speeds
It will be assumed that the photographic sensor will have a range
of shutter speeds and F. No. combinations and that the midpoint setting
is made to correspond to a surface brightness of 400-ft lamberts.
The following discussion is based on 100, 400, and 1600-ft lamberts as
representative of the possible range of values.
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I. 6 Orbital Properties
The nominal orbit used in the study varies in altitude from 2,000
to 20,000 km and has the suborbital speed versus altitude relationship
given by
V - 5.8 km/sec {A. 7)
s (i+
where k is the altitude in Mars' radii (k = i when altitude H = 3,330 km).
V is tabulated as a function of H in Table A-i.
s
Figure A-2 is a nomograph relating altitude, resolution and
smear for the sample orbit.
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Plotting V s and H x 10 versus H gives the coefficients of the
optical parameters for Equations {A. 5) and (A. 6). These results are
shown in Figure A-3.
Z. COMBINED RESOLUTION
Transducer resolution _T can be plotted as a function of focal
length F for a given sensor resolution {P) at different altitudes {H).
Figures A-4a through A-4e show these results for three possible sensors
having the following characteristics:
line pairs ft candle
P /mm E (sec)
a) Storage vidicon 35
b) Intensifier or SEC vidicon 17




From Equation (A. 2), optical resolution A o is independent of focal
length, being limited only by practical achievable diameters and F-stop
numbers. Within these limitations it is shown in Figure A-4 that a
diameter of i50 mm is compatible with a ground resolution of 50 meters
at 5, 000 km altitude or less. A diameter of 25 mm is compatible with
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Figure A-3. V S +I0 "_ H versus H
Image motion resolution limits are plotted in Figures A-5 through
A-7 for the vidicon, SEC vidicon and S0-243 film systems as a function
of scene illumination at selected values of altitude. Also shown is the
effect of 1 per cent IMC (6S I) on the resolution performance of high
resolution systems. It is concluded that IMC will be required if the
vidicon or intensifier/SEC vidicon is used to obtain high resolution
pictures, even with favorable lighting conditions at periapsis.
In each case considered, focal lengths were selected to give the
best performance over all conditions of lighting. Consequently, some
improvement in performance or easing of IMC requirements can be
expected if the low light capability (B = 100-ft lamberts) is not required.
Figures A-8 and A-9 show the combined resolution as a function
of altitude for the high and low resolution optical systems.
The lower limit on image motion due to spacecraft body rate
(10 -4 radian/second) is seen to be unimportant for the low resolution
system, but does impose a significant limitation on the high resolution
system.
Assuming the use of an active IMC system which is capable of




































































































































































































































00 5 10 15 20
ALTITUDE
(THOUSANDS OF KM)
FOR ALL VALUES OF LIGHTING
DOWN TO 100 FT LAMBERTS
OPTICAL PARAMETERS DIAMETER (MM) FOCAL LENGTH_MM))
STORAGE VIDICON 25 100
SEC (STORAGE) VlDICON 10 200
50 243 FILM (APPROX) 2,5 7
W
Figure A-8.





















OPTICAL PARAMETERS DIAMETER (MM) FOCAL LENGTH (MM)
! STORAGE VIDICON 150 630
2 SEC (STORAGE) 150 4000
VIDICON






NOTE: IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION LIMITED
BY SPACECRAFT BODY RATE TO NO BETTER
THAN 10 -4 RAD/SEC
Figur e A- 9.
Resolution versus Altitude - High Resolution Camera
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value, longer focal lengths and longer exposures can be employed to
further improve resolution. However, the focal lengths for the SEC
vidicon become unrealistically long, even with folded optics.
With active IMC, resolution equal to the optical limit can be
approached or obtained for all except the poorest lighting conditions
for the vidicons, and under all conditions for film.
3. DATA TRANSMISSION
The compilation of a map plus high resolution pictures for analysis
of surface properties are taken to be reasonable objectives for the
orbital photographic experiment. For any foreseeable down-link bit
rate, any television or photographic system can easily saturate the data
transmission link. Consequently, it will be necessary to tailor the
taking of photographs around the transmission and storage capability.
The magnitude of the problem is shown by considering the
following facts:
o The area of Mars is 1.4 x 108 km 2
O For an elemental resolution of 1 kin, allowing for
Kell factor and digital scan, 2.8 data bits per line
pair (l.4bits per TV line) are required.
Assuming we require 6 bits grey scale digitization for each data point,
we require about 50 bits/kin 2. So, to map Mars at I km in one color
with no provision for overlap requires 7 x 109 bits. Even if one expects
7
to spend 6 months in orbit (I. 55 x I0' sec, 24 hours a day ope --+_
a data rate of about 450 bits/sec is required. To include the high
resolution channel, and the additional colors (2) in both channels,
increases this to about 2700 bits/sec. To allow for overlap of i0 per
cent at each edge and for the random orientation (with respect to planet
north) gives a further increase of a factor of 2 to 5400 bits/sec.
Additional capacity of _500 bits/sec is required for other science and
engineering data. To obtain useful results in less than 6 months and for
operational flexibility requiring less than 24 hours a day operation a
significant increase in this data rate is desirable.
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For the sample orbit referred to in VS-4-210 (Volume 2), the
coverage achieved in 6 months will be between 60°S and 60°N latitude.
This reduces the requirements somewhat, but bit rates of _ 4000 bits/sec
are highly desirable. Bit rates of Z000 bits/sec begin to restrict multi-
color coverage somewhat. This then sets a sensible lower limit to the
data storage and transmission capacity required for a mapping mission.
4. PHOTOGRAPHIC MODES AND POP ORIENTATION
Three photographic modes have been hypothesized. These are:
I) Closed-loop strip mapping. In this case Mars horizon
scanners are used for POP pointing, and the surface
velocity is used to provide picture separation. The
picture readout interval and shutter sequence is directly
coupled to the image rate. A constant offset from the
center of Mars is used for each sequence.
z) Open-loop strip mapping. This mode is identical to
Mode 1 except that the POP orientation is fixed in
inertial space (relative to sun/canopus attitude). Since
the image velocity is 50 per cent higher for this case,
the picture readout intervals will be shorter.
3) Semirandom photography mode. In this mode strips
of three pictures may be taken at up to four arbitrary
points on the visible surface. Since the POP slew times
to arrive at the successive angles will be several
seconds, this mode will involve starting and stopping
the tape recorder.
5. COVERAGE AND BULK DATA STORAGE
The size of the picture also affects the sequence of taking pictures
and the pointing accuracy required. For easing the pointing require-
ments and the ground reconstruction of maps, it is desirable to make
the picture cover as much ground as possible. The maximum coverage
is set by the number of lines available on the transducer. The readout
properties of the transducer, the readout time, and the picture size
determine the BDS characteristics.
For film, one picture can be scanned at I km and then at 20 meters
in regions of interest. In this case, using 70-ram film, the field of
view would be Z00-km wide at an altitude of 3330 km giving a 5 degree
field of view on the diameter. This would imply a 0. 5 degree 3_
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pointing accuracy, which has been specified to permit using this type
of system. Since film can be scanned at a rate compatible with the
telemetry rate, the BDS does not enter into the problem. Similar
results may be possible with dielectric tape cameras, so the specifi-
cations should permit their eventual use.
In the case of vidicons, there is a strong interaction between the
design require.ments imposed on a tape recorder and the vidicon used.
It is important to note that the time interval between pictures is set
by the suborbital speed and the size of the picture. Three typical





200 x 200 scan elements
6 bits per element
2.4 x 105 bits per picture
Standard T V
500 x 500 scan elements
6 bits pe_ scan elementi. 5 x i0 bits per picture
High coverage (at or near vidicon limit)
1024 x 1024 scan elements
6 bits pezr element
6.3 x I0 Ubits per picture
All the results are based on obtaining l-kin resolution at 3330 km
altitude with 50 bits/kin 2. The linear picture dimension, field of
view diameter and pointing precision for I0 per cent overlap are given
in Figure A- i0.
Allowing I0 per cent of the picture for overlap makes the center
to center distances 80 per cent of the dimensions shown in Figure A-10
for the picture. The picture must be read out to bulk storage and
erased by the time the suborbital point has moved this shorter distance.
Allowing 2. 5 sec for high speed erase, and assuming the use of a
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storage vidicon, the times between pictures, for the case in which the
POP is tracking the center of Mars are given in Figure A-1 1.
NOTE: To be compatible with photographic convention, the
readout elements referred to in this analysis are based on the
concept of a square element having the dimension of a side
equal to the size in mm of an optical line pair. Limiting
resolution in a TV system is evaluated by considering an ele-
ment having one half these linear dimensions, which leads to
a reduction by a factor of 4 in the number of irfformation bits
per element into B S from a TV system.
The times between pictures for the case in which the POP is pointing
in a fixed direction in inertial space is given in Figure A- 12.
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The data rates are computed based on the assumption that the
erase time is 2.5 sec for each of two cameras and that the remaining
time is divided equally between the two readouts reading into a single
tape recorder. Figures A-13a and A-13b show the data rates into the BDS
for the cases of Mars-oriented and open-loop pointing.
3OO
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System studies of Latitude-Lighting coverage indicate coverage
from 60°S latitude to 60°N latitude can be achieved with good lighting
in altitude ranges between 2000 and 3330 kin. Sizing the system with
10 per cent overlap, random orientation and i km resolution at 3330 km
will result in some inefficiency.
The area per picture {picture 355 km on a side at 3330 km
altitude) is given by
A I = I. Z6 x 105 km 2
with i0 per cent overlap and random orientation (circular new ares.)
A Z = 6. 33 x 104 km Z
with altitude variation,
A = H km Z
3330
Assuming the altitudes are uniformly distributed between 3330 and
2000 km
A=0.65A Z
Hence, keeping the magnification constant costs 35 per cent in coverage.
Although it is not desirable to provide magnification change or zoom
lens for the high resolution camera, there appears to be a significant
payoff for providing this capability for the wide field of view instrument.
Since the lens for the low resolution device is small, the magnification
change can be fairly easily accommodated.
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APPENDIX B
THE EFFECTS OF THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT
ON VOYAGER SUBSYSTEMS
I. INTRODUCTION
There are three separate and essentially independent environments
that the Voyager spacecraft will encounter. First, the region around
the earth out to approximately I0 earth radii, then the 177-day period
in interplanetary space, and finally the 6-month lifetime in a Mars orbit.
The most damaging radiation that the Voyager spacecraft will
encounter during its traversal of interplanetary space will result from
solar flares. Since there are as yet no techniques available for pre-
dicting a solar flare and since flares vary greatly in character (even
flares of the same type), it is difficult to design shielding against them.
The best that can be done is £o discuss probabilities of various doses as
a function of the solar cycle.
Highly reliable and well documented data on the radiation dam-
age contributed by galactic cosmic rays indicate that this damage is
negligible compared to almost any other source, such as Mars en-
counter, passage through the terrestrial radiation zones, or solar flares.
The meteorite environment in interplanetary space and its relation
to design of optical surfaces is discussed in Section 4. (Structural
design implications of micrometeorites are discussed in Appendix C.)
The only other known possible damaging component of the space environ-
ment is the solar wind. The effects of this flux of low energy protons
('Ikev) and electrons, with a small percentage of heavier particles, are
discussed in Section 5 of this Appendix.
The trapped radiation zones are the source of the only important
damaging components in the near earth environment. The total dose
encountered will depend strongly on the chosen trajectory and, for the
outer electron zone, on the time of the solar cycle. In any case, the
total fluxes encountered are easily calculated for any given conditions and
for present purposes the values given in the mission specification are used.
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The Mars environment will be assumed to be qualitatively the
same as that of the earth, although intensities of the various components
may be very different; that is, whatever radiation zones are present
will be assumed to be of the same character as the earth's and no zones
of meteoroid entrapment will be assumed.
A discussion of the Mars radiation environment as deduced from
the recent Mariner 4 results is presented in Section 2.3.
Z. THE SPACE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
2. 1 Near Earth Environment
The electron and proton fluxes encountered by the Voyager space-
craft in passing through the inner and outer radiation zones have been
estimated in the mission specification and are shown in Table B-1.
The spacecraft will pass through the radiation belts in about 0.3
hour, As seen in the table, the integrated radiation through this period
will present no real problem. For a typical earth parking orbit there
would be no change in this conclusion. In a parking orbit the spacecraft
will be well below the regions of trapped radiation except perhaps for
less than one minute when passing through the magnetic anomaly in the
South Atlantic.
Z. Z Interplanetary Space Dose
In interplanetary space the spacecraft will be subject to the solar
wind and the higher energy cosmic ray protons. In the latter case the
solar flare protons will contribute the major dose. Drawing information
from the mission specifications, we present these results in Table B-1.
Again, we find no special hazard here.
2.3 Mars Encounter
Prior to the Mariner 4 encounter,
the existence of Martian radiation belts.
ary Mariner 4 data yields an upper bound to the near Mars radiation
environment, and is the best design data available to date for evaluation
no definite data was available on
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of radiation effects on subsystems. In the following sections a brief
background discussion is followed by an assessment of the upper bound
of the Mars radiation environment based on preliminary Mariner 4 data.
It appears that the Martian radiation environment is thousands of times
less intense than the earth radiation environment, and it is likely that
as more data is analyzed it will be reduced even further.
2.3. 1 Background
The martian magnetic field serves to contain radiation belt particles
in trapped orbits, and sets a theoretical upper boundary on the intensity
and extent of the radiation belts (just as in the case of the earth's radi-
ation belts). The ratio of the energy density of trapped particles to mag-
netic field energy density is about 1/40 in order to insure trapping
stability. The location of the boundary of the radiation belt is determined
by the solar wind pressure and the opposing magnetic field pressure.
Based on the physical characteristics of Mars as compared to the
earth and, without data to the contrary (prior to Mariner 4), it was
assumed that the maximum equatorial magnetic intensity of Mars was
= 0.5 that of the earth _t the same relative altitude. The assumed
mechanisms for particle removal (decrease of trapping lifetime) are
atmospheric absorption and changes in the pitch angle distributions
associated with dynamic processes in the outer radiation zones. Con-
sidering the less dense atmosphere of Mars and the resultant increase
in the trapping lifetime, a reasonable assumption for a Mars radiation
environment was values similar to the near earth fluxes, i.e. :
Electrons (E>0.5 Mev)_107 el/cm Z sec
Protons (E > 30 Mev),_2 x 104 prot/cm Z sec
In 1963, however, Z1 cm radiation was observed at Jodrell Bank eman-
ating from the vicinity of Mars. While that observation was preliminary
and was not verified, it suggested the existance of synchrotron
radiation originating near Mars. Such radiation implies the presence of a
strong magnetic field in the vicinity of Mars and an intense radiation
belt that could be as high as 104 times more intense than the earth's
radiation environment. (This possibility was recently retracted by
r
Davis in a message delivered by G. H. Thompson at a meeting on
]3-4
Planetary Astronomy, Puerto Rico June 1965). JPL Project Document
No. 45, page 72 (Omnidirectional Particle Fluxes in the Near Mars
Space) specifying a worst case value of 104 times the near earth environ-
ment was published prior to Thornpson's retraction and prior to the
Mariner 4 results. At this time, on the basis of Mariner 4, the following
preliminary conclusions are pertinent to the question of the radiation
environment around the planet.
I) To an altitude of 6000 miles, the magnetic field of Mars
is almost non-existent and the magnetic moment of the
planet may be 10-3 to 10-4 that of the earth's magnetic
moment (E. J. Smith, JPL).
2} An enhancement of the interplanetary radiation intensity
was not observed (to an altitude less than 6000 miles};
thus, Mars does not seem to have a radiation belt similar
to the Van Allen belts. (J. A. Van Allen, SUI}.
3) The atmosphere of Mars is thin, with a surface pressure
of i0 to Z0 millibars (A. J. Kliore, JPL}.
Although these results will be refined in the near future, they may
be used to obtain a new preliminary upper bound to the near-Mars radi-
ation environment.
2. 3. 2 An Upper Bound to the Near Mars Radiation Environment
The Mariner 4 data, in its prelinary form, implies that the radi-
ation belt boundary and magnetospheric boundary of Mars occurs at an
altitude well below 6000 miles. For design purposes, as an upper bound,
one may assume that a dipole magnetic field that terminates at 6000
miles exists around Mars, i.e., the solar wind pressure is balanced out
by the Martian magnetic field pressure at that altitude. (Actually this
assumption leads to a magnetic field at 6000 miles that is as much as a
factor of I0 to 100 higher than the detection threshold of the Mariner 4
magnetometer. It is used here to obtain a preliminary maximum upper
bound that will probably be revised downward as additional magnetometer
and radiation detector data are analyzed.) Because of the thin Martian
atmosphere, the peak intensity of the radiation belt is likely to occur
within an altitude of 1 Mars radius. The intensity of radiation at the
peak, considering that the magnetic moment of Mars is 10 -3 to 10 -4
-3
that of the earth, should be at most 10 the peak radiation belt intensity
observed on the earth.
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Z. 3.3 The Total Encountered Flux in a Near Mars Orbit
During a 6 month period, a Mars satellite with periapsis at Z000
km and apoapsis at Z0,000 kin, will encounter an upper bound radiation
flux 10 -4 times that encountered around the earth. This result is based
on the assumption that: a) the satellite period is 14.5 hours with approx-
imately I/I0 that time, spent within the Martian magnetosphere, b)
the peak radiation intensity of the Martian radiation belt is 10 -3 that of
the earth, and c) during the time that the satellite is within the Martian
magnetosphere (I. 45 hours) the assumed peak intensity will be encountered,
1/100 of that given in Table B-I.
3. EFFECTS OF PARTICLE RADIATION ON SPACECRAFT
ELEC TRONICS
r
Because of the low level of the Martian trapped radiation only min-
imal shielding (as provided by the spacecraft skin) will be required to
eliminate the damage by a possible high flux of low energy protons and
electrons. The calculation of secondary intensities as well as the effect
of electron brernsstrahlung can be neglected. (In general, it is found
that component damage from electron brernsstrahlung is always negligible
compared to the damage caused by the electrons directly unless essentially
all (> 99.9 per cent) of the electrons are absorbed.)
In the event that the highly improbable (since the Mariner 4 results)
4
Martial radiation environment of I0 times that of the earth should, in
fact, exist then a much more careful analysis of shielding, secondary pro-
duction, component placement, and electronics degradation must be consi-
dered. In a 6-month orbit transistors could have a gain loss of up to 95
per cent, diodes have increased forward resistance up to I00 per cent,
capacitors could build up serious leakage and charge accumulation, and
glass covers could experience intense browning. If the Martian radiation
environment were the same as the earth then the same kind of radiation
protection would be necessary that is used in terrestrial satellites. Of
course, an equatorial orbit in the heat of the inner zone presents a difficult
radiation damage problem for these satellites but if the belts were reduced
in intensity by a factor of 103 (as probably for Mars) this problem would be
essentially eliminated. Only solar cell degradation need then be considered.
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As a model for the effect of the radiation environment the
calculations and measurements from other satellites were used. Figure
B-I illustrates a profile of radiation dose for a satellite in an earth
orbit witha severe radiation environment. If the Martian and terrestrial
environments were essentially identical then this estimate of dose would
be about i0 times too high since, as discussed in Section Z.Z. i, the
Voyager is expected to be in the intense radiation region (at low altitudes)
for only I0 percent of the time. Using the data correlated in the Aero-
space 1965 Proton Environment the peak terrestrial proton intensities
are as follows:
6 -Z -i
E >4 Mev, i0 cm sec
5 -Z -i
E >15 Mev, i0 cm sec
-Z -I
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Figure B-I. Typical Ionization Damages Profiles for
Weather Satellite Orbits
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An orbit which is in this intense region for i0 percent of the time leads
to a proton dose for six months of:
13 -Z
E >4 Mev i. 5 x i0 crn
IZ -Z
E>I5 Mev 1.5 x i0 crn
I0 -Z
E >50 Mev 6 x i0 cm
The same reasoning leads to a flux of electron above 0.5 Mev of 1015
-2
electrons cm .
Thus, it is seen that if the Mars environment is similar to the
earth's we are dealing with the following levels of radiation effect:
a) Behind Z00 mils aluminum, 5 x 106 fads ionization, i. e. ,
1015 -Z5 x equivalent i Mev electrons crn .
6
b) Behind 400 mils aluminum, I0 fads ionization, i.e.,
15 -Z
I0 equivalent 1 Mev electrons cm .
The material most sensitive to radiation is semiconductor material,
and a large amount of laboratory data has been accumulated on radiation
damage to semiconductor devices. The major portion of the experimental
effort on radiation effects has been devoted to bulk effects by means of
which the incident radiation produces atomic displacements in the semi-
conductor material. The atomic displacements produce electrically
active energy levels in the forbidden band of the semiconductor which in
turn act as trapping and recombination centers. Since the operation of
semiconductor devices is strongly dependent upon minute quantities of
carriers, the presence of these defects can exert a great influence on
the operation of semiconductor devices. These types of effects depend
upon the integrated flux, or total dose, to which the device is subjected.
Typical threshold values are 105 to l07 roentgens for transistors and
106 to 108 roentgens for semiconductor diodes. The broad range in
response exhibited by different types of devices is indicative of the
sensitivity of these effects to initial impurity levels and processing
techniques. Since the anticipated radiation dose in traversing the trapped
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radiation belts has been determined to be of the order 104 rads no serious
bulk effects are anticipated for the selected orbit. The proton flux of
interplanetary space will produce internal radiation levels a few times
those incurred during traversal of the trapped radiation belts. In the
Mars orbit using the best estimate of the Martian radiation belts, an
additional dose of 103 to 104 fads could be encountered. Thus the total
mission flux would be 104 to 105 fads.
Another effect of radiation on semiconductor materials that has
been observed is referred to as the surface effect. This effect is not
well understood at this time but is thought to be associated with the pro-
duction of ions in the device encapsulation and subsequent collection of
these ions at junction surfaces to produce undesirable inversion layers
and conduction paths. A series of experiments have recently been
performed on the severity and characteristics of these surface effects.*
In brief, a variety of semiconductor devices have been found to exhibit
severe degradation in collector cut-off current when exposed under bias
to radiation levels far below those which produce the more well-known
bulk effects. These surface effects are extremely complex and the
existing models proposed to explain these effects are inadequate for all
of the experimental observations. Clearly, a large amount of research
needs to be applied in this area.
Existing information indicates that when some transistors operating
under bias conditions are subjected to radiation environments, increases
in collector reverse currents are produced. Though this effect seems to
be sensitive to both total exposure dose and dose rate, depending upon
the particular devices under consideration, order of magnitude changes
in reverse currents have been observed at doses of 10 5 roentgens. In
some instances, measurable changes in reverse current have been
observed at as low as 10 4 roetgens which is the predicted exposure for
this orbit. It is necessary, therefore, to consider these effects for the
Voyager trajection.
#
D. S. Peck, R. R. Blair, W. L. Brown, and 9". M. Smits, "Surface
Effects of Radiation on Transistors, "BSTJ January 1963, p. 95.
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Though these surface effects and the reasons for their existence
are poorly understood at this time, there are several techniques which
may be utilized to minimize their effect. One approach to this problem
is to provide increased shielding of the components. This technique,
however, is practical only in cases where additional weight is not
critical to the over-all mission objectives. Another alternative approach
is to choose devices which utilize either evacuated encapsulations or gas
filled encapsulations which have indicated decreased sensitivities to sur-
face effects. This technique is proposed here for several reasons.
First, little is known at this time about the direct causes for these effects.
Hopefully, research now under way may resolve some of the ambiguities
and uncertainties concerning these surface effects. Secondly, tests con-
ducted to date exhibit a large amount of scatter between devices supposedly
identical in all respects implying that the effect is strongly dependent on
subtle processing techniques. Statistically, preselection of components
can remove a large fraction of the more sensitive devices, but this
technique does not completely insure that problems related to surface
effects will not occur. Additional efforts will, therefore, be expended
in the circuit design analysis of the electronic systems involved to de-
termine their sensitivity to these effects. Typical techniques for possible
reduction of circuit sensitivities are lowering of reverse bias or com-
pletely removing bias during periods of exposure. Further design
analysis will be included to predict the dependency of respective systems




Protection requirements to resist meteoroid impact damage may
be necessary for increased spacecraft reliability during interplanetary
or planetary spacecraft missions. To determine the probable meteoric
flux that will be encountered by a spacecraft, the spacecraft trajectory
and meteoroid distribution along the trajectory must be known. The
meteoroid flux, density and impact velocity that may be encountered by
Voyager vary extensively during the mission. The meteoroid concen-
tration near the Martian surface is estimated to be l0 3 times that found
in interplanetary space. The particle concentration varies inversely
with the planeocentric distance raised to the 1. 1 power. Because of
large uncertainties in the data required to compute the possible meteoroid
damage to the systems, the extreme upper limit values given in the
mission guidelines will be used. The systems most vulnerable to meteor-
old damage are the solar array, television lines, star tracker lines,
infrared and ultraviolet sensor, and coatings designed for temperature
control.
4. g Meteoroid Damage
Uncertainties in the meteoroid environment result in surface
erosion estimates ranging from less than 1 to as high as 75 per cent of
the surface area. A conservative meteoroid degradation factor of 0.95
has been used for a practical design case.
An experimentally derived equation which can be used for
estimating the depth of a crater created by a meteoroid particle is:
h = 4.58 (-_---) r
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h = Depth of crater., (cm)
where




=3x10 r (assuming the average particle velocity
30 km/sec)
Pt _= Density of target material
V = Particle velocity (km/sec}
C = Speed of sound in target material (km/sec}.
The fractional area pitted in 1 year may be estimated (assuming
that a particle creates a hemispherical crater, with the radius equal to
the crater depth and no overlapping of craters occurs} using the equation




(_ h Z) @ (r} dr
where _b (r) is the particle flux as a function of vehicle trajectory,
A ° is the initial area of the cell, and A is the pitted area of the cell
after meteoroid bombardment.
This equation assumes a target material of aluminum, an average
particle velocity of 30 km/sec, with a minimum particle size of 0. Z
micron. Using the assumptions and considering the variation of
particle density along the orbit, the equation shows approximately 1 per
cent pitted area per year. This result indicates very little effect on
surface degradation. However, because of uncertainties in the flux and
velocity distribution of the meteoroid environment, the degradation of
the surface may be higher. Therefore, it is conservative to use a
meteoroid degradation factor of 0.95 in estimating the solar cell per-
forma nc e.
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5. SOLAR WIND ENVIRONMENT
Solar wind plasma consists of low energy protons of about 500 ev
energy and an average density of perhaps 50 protons/cm3; accompanying
the protons are probably 15 per cent hydrogen atom particles. The
average velocity of the plasma for quiet conditions is about 500 krn/sec
and the particle flux of l x 108 protons/cm Z second. For the solar storm
conditions, occuring on the average of twice per month and lasting
Z x 104 seconds, the flux increases by one order of magnitude, the
particle velocity goes up to 1000 km/sec, and the energy increases to
1 to 5 Key.
5. 1 Effects of the Solar Wind on Solar Cells
The power supply solar cell system will be subjected to a contin-
uous flux of solar wind plasma. Protons up to 40 Key will be completely
absorbed by 0. Z35 _ of Si0 g. Sputtering rates under solar wind bombard-
ment for fused silica solar cell covers are given in Table B-Z .
Table B). Sputtering Rates for Fused Silica Solar Cell Covers
Solar Wind Flux Velocity Energy Sputtering Rate
Particle (Particles per (km/sec) (ev) Atoms per o
Components cmZ-sec) cruZ-year A per year
Protons Z x 108 600 I. 85 0.03 x 1015 0. I$$
(quiet conditions ) Kev
s olaf wind
Protons 2 x 109 for I000 5 Kev 0.004 x 1015 0.012
(solar storm) 1/60 of time
1015
-particles 6.3 x 108 600 7.4 0.07 x 0.21
(quiet conditions) Kev
-particles 3 x 108 for 1000 Z0
(solar storm) 1/60 of time Key
15
0.005 x i0 0.015
*G. K. Wehner et al, "Sputtering Rates Under Solar-Wind Bombardment,
Planetary Space Science, Vol. II pp. 885-895, Table 1, 1963.
*% -8 10-4
= 10 cm; l_t = cm.
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Solar cell bulk damage does not appear to be a significant hazard; the
depth of penetration of low energy protons is negligible (<l_t).
Sputtering and color center formation could affect the antireflective
coatings on the solar cells and other optical surfaces, depending upon
the coating thickness, but this effect is not :expected to result in signif-
icant degradation.
5. Z Special Surface Skin Problems
The recently noted effects in Mariner 4 in which reflective paints
appear to be increasing in absorptivity emphasize the existence of a
spacecraft external surface damage problem caused by the high flux of
protons both in the interplanetary environment and in the earth and Mars
models of the trapped radiation belts. In each case, sufficient flux of
particles from 5 Key to 1 Mev exists to accumulate a mission dose of as
much as 1010 rads in the first few microns of the spacecraft surface;
below this the dose rapidly falls off, but the damaged region is one most
important in thermal control and optical reflectivity control.
The components likely to be affected are:
• Exposed sensors
• Solar cell covers
• Paints and metal oxide finishes
• Lens systems and other windows
• Antenna supports.
The effects are expected to be minimized by careful selection of
coating materials and thickness, and by protection of optical surfaces by






In parts I. 1 through I. 5 of this section calculations are made to
determine the thicknesses of structural panels for various probabilities
of having no puncture from meteoroid bombardment during the mission
of the Voyager spacecraft. Part 1.6 provides some results on tests of
structural materials relative to micrometeoric bombardment and part
I. 7 presents the results of a vulnerabiiity analysis for Voyager compart-
ments. The meteoroid environment used was from the Voyager Mission
Specification. (I) The effect of the environment near earth is negligible
compared to that of cruise in the vicinity of earth. The near-earth envir-
onment has fewer particles, the stay is less, and the particle velocity is
less than cruise by I. 5, 3.5, and 1 orders of magnitude respectively.
The same holds true for the nominal Mars orbit evnironment because
the number of particles is 2.5 orders of magnitude less than nominal
cruise environment in the vicinity of Mars, and their velocity is I. 5
orders of magnitude lower.
A wide difference in the structural thicknesses required to prevent
penetration is shown due to the various penetration equations used in this
study. The equations are extrapolations of test results and meant to
apply in the hypervelocity range (i0-70 krn/sec. ) and for particle densi-
gm/cm 3 3ties of 0.4 to 4.37 gm/cm . For the nominal mission environ'-
ment, the thicknesses from the Summers and Charters (Z) equation are
58 per cent greater than those from the Bjork _ equati'on and 190 per
cent greater than those from the Herrmann and Jones (5) equation. The
effect of neglecting the partial shielding of the structural panels by the
solar panels and the flight capsule is to increase the thickness by 7 per
cent. The thicknesses are increased 9 per cent for a 250-day cruise
over a 177-day cruise.
For the extreme environment, the time in Mars orbit is the signi-
ficant period of bombardment. Also, the thicknesses required are con-
siderably greater than those for the nominal environment. For the per-
iod in Mars orbit the particle velocities are lower (0 to 5 km/sec) and
the densities are greater (4.37 gm/cm 3) and fall within the range of
values used in tests. Therefore, the Herrmann and Jones equation
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which fits test data was used for the Mars orbit period. The difference
between the thickness curves for the total mission reflects the small
effect of the cruise period. Tests have shown that, for large particle
densities, particles do not break up and scatter when striking the first
sheet of double-waU construction, and therefore no double-wall factor
was used for the extreme Mars orbit environment.
1. Z Meteoroid Environment (1)
1.2. 1 Near Earth (Figure C-l)
a) Particle Flux lOgl0N = -17.0 - I. 70 lOgl0__M
N = number of particles/ (m" - sec)
of mass M(gm) and greater
b) Velocity of particles _ 0 to 10 Km/sec
c) Average density of particles _ 0.4 gm/cm 3
1.2.2 Cruise (Figure C-2)
a) Particle Flux
lOgl0N E = -13.80 -lOgl0M + 2 lOgl0
- 14.48 - 1.34 lOgl0M+ 2.68 lOgl0
lOgl0N M _ - 13. 30 - lOgl0M +
- 13.90 - 1.34 loglOM + 2. 68 lOglo
N E = number in vicinity of earth
N M = number in vicinity of Mars
3
P = density of particles in gin] cm
P
to
b) Velocity of Particles _ I0 - 70 krn/sec (Ave. _ 40)
3
c) Average Density of Particles _ 0.4 gm]cm
An extreme upper limit for N M (on the basis of





lOgl0 NAM = -1Z.83- lOgl0M
Velocity of particles _ 20 - 40 Km/sec
Average density of particles _ 4.37
cm
Intersection Point of Flux Lines
(a Z - al) / (b 2 - bl)
: (Po/ Pp)
I0 (fZ - fl) I (bz - bl)
(0. 44/-. 4) 0. 68/0. 34
0.68/0.34
I0




Circular Orbit (Figure C-3)
a) Particle Flux
,= - 17. 50 - 1. 70 lOgl0 MlOgl0 N "_
N = number of particles / (M z'- sec)
within 50,000 krn of Mars and
of mass M (gm) and greater
b) Velocity of Particles _ 0 to 5 krn/sec.
c) Average density of particles _ 0.4 gm/cm 3
d) Extreme upper limit log10N A = -9.83 -i. 70 loglnM
.... _v
N A = number of mi_rometeorite
particles / (m - sec) of
mass M and greater
Velocity of particles 0 to 5 km/sec





10 f M b lOgl0N = - f - b lOgl0M





































































(Mi - 0. 0121 gm)
Vicinity of Mars








M f b a o
All 17.00 i.70 0
Mi 13.80 1.00 2.00 0.44
Mi 14.48 1.34 2.68 0.44
Mi 13.30 1.00 2.00 0.44
Mi 13.98 1.34 2.68 0.44
All 12.83 I.00 0 m
All 17.50 I.70 0 --
All 9.83 i. 70 0
P
p._ Vmin Vmax Vavc
0.40 0 10 (5)
0.40 l0 70 40
0.40 10 70 40
0.40 I0 7O 40
0.40 10 70 40
4. 37 20 40 (30)
O. 40 0 5 (2.5)
4. 37 0 5 (2. 5)
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1. 3 Penetration
Tests have been made to simulate meteroid particles striking space
vehicle structures at high velocities to determine the penetration of these
particles. These tests were made using glass and aluminum particles
with densities of Z. 4 to 2.8 grams per cubic centimeter and copper par-
ticles with a density of 8.9 grams per cubic centimeter. These particles
struck thick metal targets at velocities of from 1 to 9 kilometers per sec-
ond. Some of this data is shown in Figure C-4. W. Herrmann and A. H.
Jones have devised an empirical equation which accounts for variations in
the densities of the particle and the target material, the hardness of the
target metal and the velocity of the particle. This equation fits test data
well within the limits of the parameters tested. J. L. Summers and A.
C. Charters, and R. L. Bjork have devised equations to predict the pene-
tration of low density (P > 2.4 gm/cm 3) hypervelocity (V_ 9 km/sec)
P
particles striking metal targets. Since there is no test data for this
range of these parameters to determine which equation gives the most





SUMMERS AND CHARTERS AiUMINUM AT ALUMINUM_
- SUMMERS AND CHARTERS J
COPPER AT ALUMINU_ " J
_H RR NNA DJONE 
,_ OR ALU_v_INUM AT ALUMINUM
A _
/ . ,_A O COPPER PARTICLES AT
H&J _ 2024 ALUMINUM TARGETS
A
REFERENCE 5
I I I I I I I I
l0
VELOCITY, KM/SEC
NOTE: SUMMERS AND CHARTERS EQUATION AND BJORK EQUATION FOR
EXTRAPOLATING FROM TEST DATA TO HYPERVELOCIFIES (V :' 7 KM/SEC)
AND LOW DENSITIES (_< 2.4 GM/CM 3) ONLY
HERRMANN AND JONES EQUATION FOR FEST DATA (V< 9KM/SEC)
ood(_..2.4GM/CM_
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I. 6 Meteoroid Impact Effect Structural Testing
Although the use of meteoroid bumpers, double walled vehicles,
and sandwich panels (with energy absorbing cores) have been considered
and investigated for some time as spacecraft protective devices, there
are still data gaps on specific structural cDnfigurations. It is necessary,
therefore, that hypervelocity impact experiments be conducted to:
a) Verify the design calculations for puncture resistance
of the composit sandwich structures that comprise
the external shell of the vehicle
b) Evaluate the effect of spray debris impact (that
would result from a chance encounter with one of
the relatively rare, large-sized meteoroids that
has sufficient energy to completely puncture the
outer she]/) on internal components (pressurized
tanks, etc. )
The approach will be predominately experimental; hypervelocity
impact testing will be conducted in the Douglas Aerophysics Laboratory
Ballistic Range. Projectiles ranging in size from 1/16- to 1/4-inch-
diameter can be launched at velocities in the 25, 000 ft/sec range. A
two stage, light gas gun is used for this work. Targets, during the
initial impact tests, will be composit sandwich panels that simulate the
basic structural shell. Testing will be conducted with impacts normal
to the surface of the target, and also with impacts at various angles of
incidenc e.
After the design of the basic shell is verified, tests to evaluate the
over-all system will be conducted. A specific example concerns the
behavior of pressurized fuel tanks that are contained within the vehicle.
Shots will be fired into representative shell panels placed in front of
stressed, iluid filled, metallic membranes that represent such a tank.
Tests will be designed such that various degrees of damage are inflicted
to internal components, and the "safe" impact damage _.evel will be
determined.
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Tests results, along with other impact data that is available from
the literature (and is pertinent to this study) will be analyzed, correlated,
and reduced to a form that is useful to spacecraft design engineers.
1.7 Voyager Meteoroid Shield Stud),
The Ballistic Range at the Douglas Aerophysics Laboratory pres-
ently includes experimental apparatus for testing pressurized panels at
temperatures ranging from ambient to LH Z )-423°F) and the achievement
of velocities up to 25000 ft/sec using a multistage light gas gun. To
support the Voyager meteoroid shield analystical study, this facility was
used to impact a 1 -1/Z-inch aluminum truss grid core sandwich wall
specimen, having an 0.0Z0-inch face sheet and an 0. Z5-inch back
(witness) plate, with a 1/8-inch-diarneter aluminum pellet at ZZ500
ft/sec. Pressure in the test chamber was 40 mm of Hg. The results
are shown in Figures C-8 and C-9. Based on experience previously
gained in an extensive experimental program for a Saturn S-IVB applica-
tion study discussed in the following paragraph, the energy of the im-
pacting sphere and the resulting fragments appeared to be satisfactorily
attenuated by the simulated Voyager wall specimen.
Additional experimental evidence on composite structures was
compiled from other test programs to serve as a guide for Voyager
design. One source was a hypervelocit y impact test program, conducted
in 1 96Z, on candidate meteoroid shields for a feasibility study using the
Saturn S-!VB as a liquid hydrogen tanker in earth orbit. Figure C-10
shows some typical shields tested during the program.
Figure C-11 gives a summary of the test results. This test data,
along with data from other test programs including bare, insulated and
shielded structures was collected and reduced to the charts shown in
Figures C-1Z and C-1 3. In Figure C-1Z, the slope of the curve down-
ward and to the left indicates increasing efficiency for the particular
sandwich panels as core density is decreased. From these curves it
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single plate targets. It can be seen from Figure C-11 that sandwich
shields can be several times more efficient than a single thick-plate-
target.
1. 8 Analysis of the Probability of Meteoroid Damage
Preceding sections of the appendix contain derivations of the prob-
ability of no penetrations to a low level such as 0.05 to 0.01 would be
prohibitive in terms of the weight required. For example, to obtain the
0. 01 value the sheets which make the two faces of the honeycomb outer
skin would have to be 0. 052 inches. This represents an increase in
weight of 1 70 pounds over that needed for a sheet thickness of 0. 025
inches. This also would be grossly conservative since it would tacitly
be assuming that any penetration of the outer skin would lead to mission
failure. This is by no means the case.
For purposes of this analysis the items found on the interior of the
spacecraft are divided among tankage, electronics, and cabling. A
penetrating meteoroid, in order to impair the mission, must hit on of
these items and cause damage to it. In the case of tanks, it must pene-
trate the tank resulting in loss of its contents. In the case of electronics,
it must penetrate the box and hit a critical component whose loss impairs
some mission objective. In the case of cabling, it must damage the
wiring to such an extent that mission objectives are affected.
This section contains an analysis which evaluates the over-all
probability of meteoroid damage to the mission. The same basic
assumptions described in previous sections of this appendix are applied
in this analysis.
1.8.1 Model/or Probability of k Penetrations
The probability of k penetrations may be computed utilizing the
Pois son distribution,
-k k
P (k) = e k
k!
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where k is the sole parameter of the Poisson distribution. This model
is realistic since the number of meteoroids is very large but the chance
of any individual meteoroid hitting the spacecraft is very small. In the
case of the Summers and Charters penetration model, penetration in
cruise is predominant compared to the periods of the mission at earth
or in Mars orbit. Assuming the cruise of 1 77 days divided equally
between the near earth and near Mars environments, k may be reduced
to a rather simple formula in terms of the area (A) subject to pene-
tration and the thickness (t) of the material to be penetrated. "Nominal"
environmental conditions are assumed. So-called extreme environments
are dealt with in a following section. Under these assumptions, k may
be computed as the expression previously derived,
k = A (7.65 x 106 sec.) 4.02
1.47 x 10" {t inm z)
k = 7.65 x 10-5A
t4. 02




+ A (7.65 x 106 sec.)_
0.465 x 10" (t into z)
-4
4. OZ
This value can then be substituted in the expression for P(s) to deter-
mine the probability of k penetrations for any value of k.
1.8.2 Estimation of Areas
Two sets of reliability values are computed, one for the so-called
unshielded case (considering only shielding of lander on forward panel)
and one for the shielded case (considering the shielding effect of the
lander and solar panels on the side and forward panels). The following
table summarizes the areas which apply in each case. The forward
panel is not included since it is completely shielded in either case.
Areas in Square Meters
Shielded Unshielded
Aft Panel 6. 642 6. 64Z
Side Panels 7. 646 IZ. 449
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The density of penetrations is assumed to be uniformly distributed
over the exposed areas of the respective panels. To determine areas
applicable to each of the categories of interior equipment, estimates
were obtained of the relative probabilities of hitting each category of
equipment given that a particle has penetrated the outer skin. These
estimates are indicated in Table C-I below.
Table C-1
Probability of Hitting Various Categories of Equipment
Given Penetration Through Each Panel Type
Nothing of
Tankage Electronics Cabling Importance Total
Aft
Panel 0.50 0. Z7 0.03 0. Z0 I. 00
Side
Panels 0.31 0.55 0.04 0.1 0 I. 00
Forward
Panels 0.30 0.14 0.01 0.55 I. 00
These estimates are utilized to determine the areas subject to
impact for each combination of interior item and panel type. For
Z
example, the area of the aft panel is 6. 642 m and the probability is
0.50 that a meteoroid penetrating this area will hit a tank. Thus
2
(0.50) (6. 64Z) = 3. 321 m corresponds to the area of the aft panel through
which a meteoroid must pass in order to impact a tank. In computing
the probability of tank penetration through the aft panel, a value of
Z.
3. 321 m Is used as the area subject to penetration. Similar computa-
tions for the other five areas of interest yield the following results for
the shielded and unshielded cases.
Z
Values of A in m
Tankage Electronic s Cabling
Aft Shielded = 3.3ZI
Panel Unshielded= 3.3ZI
Side Shielded = 2. 370










I. 8. 3 Estimation of Thicknesses
The aft panel consists of I -I/Z-inch honeycomb sandwich while the
side panels are 1 inch sandwich. The skin sheet thickness for this ana-
lysis was allowed to vary among 0.0Z0, 0.0Z5, and 0. 030 inch. The
equivalent thickness to be penetrated in order to possibly cause damage
must be determined for each equipment category and panel type combina-
tion. The follov_ng conversions are useful:
0. 0Z0-inch - 0. 0508 cm 0. 040-inch - 0. 1 016 cm
0. 025-inch = 0. 0635 cm 0. 080-inch = 0. Z03Z cm
0. 030-inch = 0. 076Z cm
To penetrate a tank through the aft panel, a particle must pene-
trate the outer skin and then penetrate a tank. Tanks vary in thickness
from 0.019 to 0. 305 inch and are made of titanium. The equivalent
stopping power of titanium is about twice that of aluminum; thus, a
conservative over-aU thickness of 0.0Z0-inch titanium has an equivalent
stopping power of 0. 040-inch aluminum. The thickness to be penetrated
in this case is computed using a double wall factor of 0.25 for 1 -I/Z-inch
honeycomb.
t (tankage-aft panel, 0.0Z5-inch) - Z(0. 0635)0. Z5 +0.!016=0.6096 cm
The tanks are some distance removed from the outer skin and a double
wall factor may apply between the skin and the tank. Since the design
is not yet firm, a conservative approach has been adopted which neglects
the effect of the distances involved in computing the equivalent thick-
nesses to be penetrated. For the tankage-side panel combination, a
double-wall factor of . 33 applies since the side panels are 1-inch
honeycomb. So,
t (tankage-side panel, 0.0Z5-inch) - 2(0. 0635) + 0. 1016 - 0. 48Z6 cm
0.33
Inthe case of electronics, the components are packages inside
boxes of substantial thickness _0. 080-inch). These boxes must be
penetrated in order to damage the components. Thus,
t (electronics, aft panel, 0.0Z5-inch)= Z(0. 0635) +0. Z03Z - 0. 711Z cm
0. Z5
Z(0. 0635) + 0. Z03Z = 0. 584Z cm
t (electronics, side panel, 0.0Z5-inch)= 0. Z5
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In the case of cabling, it is assumed that essentially no secondary pro-
tection exists. Thus,
t (cabling, aft panel, O. O_5-inch) Z(O. 0635)
= O. 25 = O. 5080 cm
t (cabling, side panel, O. O25-inch) Z(O. 0635)
= O. 33 = O. 3810 cm
These values are summarized in Table C-Z along with corresponding
values for 0.0Z0, 0. 025, and 0. 030-inch skin sheet thickness.
Table C-Z
Values of t in cm























1.8.4 Computation of k t s
Thirty-six values of k are computed for the various combinations
of thickness (3), shielding condition (2), component-type category (3),
and panel type (2).
previously derived:
These values are computed using the general relation
A
k = 2.16556 t4.02
and are summarized in the following table:
x 10 -4
Values of k
T ankag e E ie c tr onic s C ablin g
Shielded Unshie[ded Shielded Unshielded Shielded Unshielded
Aft
Panel
O. 020" O. 0 10946
O. 025" O. 005260
0.030" 0.002830
Side 0.0Z0" 0.019158
Panels 0. 025" 0.009600
0.030" 0.005325
0.010946 0.002.840 0.002840 0.001609 0.001609
0.005260 0.00_528 0.00]-528 0.000656 0.000656
0.002830 0.000893 0.000893 0.000315 0.000315
0.03,194 0.013860 0.022569 0.007863 0.012796
0.015_%32 0.007903 0.012868 0.003206 0.005218
0.008671 0.004827 0.007860 0.001540 0.002507
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I. 8. 5 Estimation of Wei_htin_ Factors
In some cases a penetrating meteoroid is almost sure to cause some
mission degradation while in others it may not. For example, if tankage
is penetrated, leakage will ensue. However, if an electronic box is
penetrated, the particle may not damage a component or if it does, the
component may not be critical or a backup mode may exist. If a meteor-
oid hits cabling, damage to the mission is likely although once again not
certain. The following weighting factors are estimated:
P'T(1) = Prob (mission damage due to 1 meteoroid = 1. 00
penetrating tankage)
P'E(1) = Prob (mission damage due to l meteoroid = 0.50
penetrating electronic box)
P'C(1) = Prob (mission damage due to 1 meteoroid = 0. 90
penetrating cabling)
Note that these estimates are per meteoroid. Values for more than one
meteoroid are easily computed by the formula
P' (k) = I (l-P'(i))k
I. 8. 6 Formula for No Mission Damage Due to Meteoroid Penetration
For computational purposes it was necessary to divide the space-
craft skin and its interior components into the six sets described above.
The events of meteoroids penetrating a given component through a given
panel type are stochastically independent. The over-all mission
reliability against meteoroid darnage is the proallr_ of the six re!iabi!ities
of damage to a given component type (3) through a given panel type (Z).
These quantities are computed in the following section. They are then
combined a s





where each R. is the Probability of no mission damage through to a com-
1
ponent type through a given panel.
I. 8. 7 Computation of Ri's
The R.'s are computed from the values of P(k) which are in turn
1
derived from the k's by the relation
P(k) = kk e -X
k!
Values of P(k) for the various combinations of component and panel type
are shown in the following tables. P(k)'s which have probability les.,
than 1 0-6 are neglected.
Values of P( k ) for 0.0Z0inch Skin Sheet
Tankage Electronic s Cabling
Shielded Unshielded Shielded Unshielded Shielded Unshielded
P(0) 0.989114 0.989114 0.997164 0.997164 0.998392 0,998392
Aft P(1) 0.010827 0.010827 0.002832 0.002832 0 .001607 0.001607
Panel P(2) 0.000059 0.000059 0.000004 0.000004 0.000001 0.000001
P(3) - -
P(0) 0.981025 0.969287 0.986236 0.977684 0.992168 0,987286
Side P(1) 0.018794 0.030236 0.013669 0.022065 0..007801 0.012633
Panels P{2) 0.000181 0.000472 0.000095 0.000249 0.000031 0.000081
P(3) - .000005 .000002
Values of P( k ) for 0. 025 inch Skin Sheet
Tankage Zlectronics














0.994754 0.994754 0.998473 0.998473
0.005232 0._05232 0.001526 0.001526
0.000014 0.0000i4 0.000001 0.000001
0.990446 0.984489 0.902128 0.987314
0.009508 0.015390 0.007841 0.012704







Values of P(k) for 0. 030 inch Skin Sheet
Tankage Electronic s












P(0) 0.994689 0.991367 0.995185 0.992171 0.998461 0.997496
P(1) 0.005297 0.008596 0.004804 0.007798 0.001538 0.002501
P(Z) 0.000014 0.000037 0.000011 0.000031 0.000001 0.000003
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The values are combined to derive the value of R. as follows. Since the
1
reliability is the probability that no damage will occur, it may be written
as
R = P(0) + P (I and no damage) + P (2 and no damage) + ...
R = P(0) + P(1) x P (no damage I) + P(2) x P (no damage 2) + ...
R + P(0) + P(1) (l-P' (1)) + P(2) (l-P' (2)) + ...
where the P' 's are defined in the preceding section. For example for
the shielded case of electronics being penetrated through the side panels
with . O25-inch skin sheet
R. = 0.992128 + (0.007841) (0.5) + (0.000031) {0. 25)
I




These R. values are summarized in the following table:
I
Tankage Tankage Electronics _lectronic s Cabling Cabling







0..989114 0.981025 0.998581 0.993094 0.998553 0.992948
0.994754 0.990446 0.999236 0.996056 0.999410 0.997119
0.997174 0.994689 0.999553 0.997590 0.999716 0.998615
0.989114 0.969187 0.998581 0.988778 0.998553 0.988550
994754 _ 984489 0.999236 0.993586 0.999410 0.995315
0.997174 0.991367 0.999553 0.996078 0.999716 0.997746
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1.8.8 Values of R Contrasted with Probability of No Penetrations
The value of R are computed as the product of the six R. s. They
I
are summarized in the following table along with the corresponding values
of P(o)' the probability of no penetrations of the outer skin which are read
from Figure C-6, page C-17.
P
(o) Reliability
Inch Unshielded Shielded Unshielded Shielded
0. 020 0. 610 0. 710 0. 934 0. 954
0. 025 0. 825 0. 868 0. 967 0. 977
0. 030 0. 912 0. 934 0. 982 0. 987
1. 8.9 The Extreme Environment Case
The analysis described in the preceding sections of this appendix was
carried out under the assumptions of the so called "nominal" environment.
This and succeeding sections repeat this type of analysis under the so-called
"extreme" environment conditions. The analysis approach employed is
The funda-
generally identical to that employed for the "nominal" case.
mental differences are:
6 Different basic formula for k
Meteoroid penetration during martian orbit must
be considered
The forward panel must be incorporated into the analysis
during Mars orbit phase
Only the shielded case is considered.
The Hermann-Hones penetration equation is used for Mars
orbit instead of Summers and Charters.
The double wall factor does not apply during Mars orbit
Additional face sheet thicknesses of 0.040 and 0.080 inch
are included.
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a. Formulae for k for Extreme Environment
For the cruise portion "near earth," a time of 177/2 = 88.5
days = 7.65 x 106 seconds, the Summers-Charters penetration equations
apply with the nominal environment. For the cruise portion "near Mars,"
the Summers-Charters penetration equations also apply with the extreme
environment. For Mars orbit the Hermann-Hones penetration equations
apply with the extreme environment. Once again penetration at earth may
be neglected. Thus we may express equations for k cruise and k orbit as
k cruise = A I (7"65x106) 7.65x106 1c t.47 x 1011 t 4"02 + 0 t1 2.83(0" 000662) t 3
k cruise = A
C 1.92 x 104t 4"0z +
k I month orbit =
Aco(2. 592 x 106)
i09. 83(0. 383 l" 7 t 5. 1
k 1 month orbit =
A
CO
(6.76i) x t09(0. 19562) t 5" i
2. 592 x 106




5i O. 26 t
k 6 month orbit =
A__(15.79x i06)
_u
6.76t x 109(0. 19562) t 5" i
k 6 month orbit =
A
CO
83.76 t 5" 1
Values used in deriving these equations may be found on page C-I8.
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b. Estimation of Areas
Areas for the cruise portion of the analysis are the same as
those areas used in the previous analysis. Areas for the orbit phases will
differ for the side and forward panels since the shielding effects of the
lander on these panels will not apply after lander separation. These areas
are obtained by using the shielding factor of 0. 844 on the side panels and
t. 00 on the forward panel, this shielding provided solely by the solar
panels. The absolute areas are then multiplied by the "Probability of
hitting various categories" factors for tankage, electronics, and cabling
to determine the values of A for use in the analysis. These values are
summarized in the following table.
Values of A for extreme environment analysis
Tankage Ele ctr onic s Cabling















The values of t used in the analysis will differ considerably for
the orbit phase from those used in the cruise phases since no double wall
factor will apply during the Mars orbit. Thicknesses will be the same for
the forward panel as for the side panel during the orbit. The forward panel
is one sheet of aluminum sheet of the same thickness as that used on the
honeycomb. Meteroroids, in order to hit critical components through the
forward panel, must also pass through the support cone of the main engine
which is of comparable thickness and some distance removed from the
forward panel. Thus the meteoroid protection during orbit provided by
this ccrnbination is at least the equivalent of the provided by the side panel.
For simplicity, they are conservatively considered equal in meteoroid
stopping ability. Under these assumptions the thicknesses tu be used in








Values of t Used for Extreme Environment Analysis
Tankage Ele ctr onic s
Inch Cruise Orbit Cruise
0.202 0.5080 0.2032 0.6096
0.025 0.6096 0.2286 0.7112
0.030 0.7112 0.2540 0.8128
0.040 0.9144 0.3048 1.0160
0.080 1.7272 0.5080 1.8288
0.020 0.4064 0.2032 0.5080
0.025 0.4826 0.2286 0.5842
0.030 0.5588 0.2540 0.6604
0.040 0.7112 0.3048 0.8128
0.080 1.3208 O. 5080 1.4224
0.020 ...... 0.2032 ......
0.025 ...... 0.2286 ......
0.030 ...... 0.2540
0.040 ...... 0.3048 ......
0.080 ...... 0. 5080 ......
d. Computation of Values of k
Cabling
Oribt Cruise Orbit
0.3048 0.4064 O. iOi6
O. 3302 O. 5080 O. i270
O. 3556 O. 6096 O. 1524
0.4064 0.8128 0.2032
O. 6096 I. 6256 O. 4064
0.3048 0.3048 0. I016
O. 3302 O. 3810 O. 1270
O. 3556 O. 4572 O. i524
O. 4064 O. 6096 O. 2032
O. 6096 i. 2192 O. 4064
O. 3048 ...... O. iOi6




A value of k is computed for each combination of panel type (3),
sheet thickness (5) and component type (3) for the cruise phase. Since all
thicknesses are the same for the orbital phases, the panel types have been
rr_,-_,,_a ,-,_,,lf_n_ _n cnrnmlted k values for each sheet thickness (5) and
component type for the one month orbit and six month orbit phases. These
values of k are summarized in the following tables.
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Values of k (Cruise)
Aft Aft I Aft Aft Aft
Panel Panel Panel P anel Panel
Side Side Side Side Side
Panels Panels Panels Panels Panels
0. 020 0. 025 0. 030 0. 040 0. 080
inch inch inch inch inch
Tankage 0.046803 0.026385 0.0i6316 0.007612 0.000127
0.068777 0.038i93 0.024530 0.010330 0.000220
0.014240 0.008809 0.005816 0.003009 0.000049
0.059261 0.038366 0.026201 0.013641 0.002562
Electronics
Cabling 0.005396 0.002805 0.001581 0.000646 0.000008
0.020462 0.010234 0.005724 0.002335 0.000296
Values of k (Orbit)
1 and 6 1 and 6 1 and 6 1 and 6 ! and 6
Month Month Month Month Month
Orbit Orbit Orbit Orbit Orbit
0.020 0.025 0.030 0.040 0.080
Inch Inch Inch Inch Inch
Tankage 47. 4724 25.8939 14.9901 6.0603 0. 45068
289.1992 157.7449 91.3259 36.9189 2.7456
Electronics 6. 5823 4.4196 3.0330 I. 5315 0.1931
40.0992 26.9237 18.4770 9.3299 1.2232
Cabling 144.6267 29.2864 18.4671 4.2393 0.1237
889.1962 178.4321 I12.5042 25.8246 0.7541
e. Computation of Reliability Estimates by Phase
The above listed values of k are combined as was done in the
case of the nominal environment. For the cruise phase the reliabilities
against meteroroid damage are listed below by component type and panel,
and, finally, overall for the spacecraft during the cruise phase.
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Cruise Reliability Estimate
Tankage Electronic s Cabling Space -
• craft
Side Side Aft Side Aft Side During
Inch Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Cruise
0.020 0.95427 0.93354 0.99290 0.97079 0.995i6 0.98i75 0.838
0.025 0.97396 0.96253 0.99560 0.98082 0.99748 0.99083 0.904
0.030 0.98382 0.97577 0.99709 0.98698 0.99858 0.99485 0.938
0.040 0.99242 0.98972 0.99850 0.99320 0.99942 0.99790 0.971
0.080 0.99987 0.99978 • 0.99997 0.99871 0.99999 0.99973 0.998
For the orbit phases, the values of k yield the following values. Values
are for the phase only and are not cumulative. Thus the value for one
month orbit covers only that period; the value for 6-month orbit covers
only that period and neither include the cruise portion.
Orbital Reliability Estimates
Tankage Ele ctr onics Cabling Space c raft
One Six One Six One Six One Six
Inch Month Months Month Months Month Months Month Months
0.020 < 0.00i % 0. 001 0. 039 _ 0.00i ¢, 0.001 _ 0. 001 < 0.00i £, 0.00i
0.025 _ 0.00i _ 0.00i 0.1i0 K 0.00i _ 0.00i _ 0.00i _ 0.00i < 0.001
0.030 K 0.00i < 0.00i 0.2i9 < 0.00i ( 0.00i _' 0.00i < 0.00i < 0.00i
0.040 0.002 K 0.00i 0.469 _ 0.00i 0.0Zi < 0.00i _ 0.00i < 0.00i
0. 080 0. 637i9 0. i0276 0. 90794 0.54246 0. 89464 0. 50730 0.5i8 0. 028
As these values show, a spacecraft " " _I to .....i..... = : _i ....;.....
merit would not be adequate to survive Martian orbit should extreme
environmental conditions prevail.
i.8. i0 Meteoroid Protection Weight
Figure C-i4 shows the change in spacecraft weight as a function of
sandwich panel face thickness. This curve coupled with the reliability
analysis shows how these two parameters are related.
The top panel of the spacecraft is not considered as a variable in this
analysis, for during cruise, which is critical for the nominal environment,
it is shielded by the Flight Capsule. For the extreme environment, these
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Figure G-14. Change in Meteoroid Protection Weight
G-48
The weight-reliability relationship is shown on Figure C-I 5. The
zero weight change represents the design point (face thickness of 0. 020 inch)
and the two points on eigher side of it, -30 and +30 pounds, represent face
thicknesses of 0. 020 and 0. 030 inches respectively. The two area
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target, m 2




Exponent of mass in particle flux equations
Velocity of sound in the target, km/sec
Diameter of particle, cm
Young's modulus of elasticity, psi
Base of natural logarithms
Constant in particle flux equations
Constant for flux in the vicinity of Earth
Constant for flux in the vicinity of Mars
gmf/mm 2Brinell hardness of target, k








Mass at intersection point of flux lines
Number of particles/(m g -sec) of mass M
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Number in the vicinity of earth
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Number in the vicinity of Mars
Number of asteroidal debris particles
in vicinity of Mars
Penetration in target, cm
Probability that n penetrations will occur
Probability that no penetrations will occur
Time, sec
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Time in vicinity of Mars, sec
Plate thickness, cm
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2. STRENGTH AND DYNAMIC ANALYSES
Z. 1 STRENGTH ANALYSIS
The strength analysis is divided into sections covering the two types
of systems that are being studied: (1) solid propellant motor-engine retro-
propulsion, and (2) liquid-propellant engine retropropulsion. A study was
performed to determine interface loads and propulsion analyses were made of
of the respective Structural configuration.
The loads applied to the separation devices for the spacecraft and
Centaur interface and the spacecraft and capsule interface are common to
both systems studied: (1) one with six attachment points, three points
which resist tension, and (2) one with eight attachment points, four points
which resist tension. The solid retroengine structural system, A1 and A2,
is hexagonal, with each corner a hardpoint, and the liquid retroengine
structural system, B1 and BP, is octagonal, with each corner a hardpoint.
The tankage analysis associated with the solid retroengine structure
system Configuration A1 and the liquid retroengine system B1 is both a
tankage sizing for given conditions and a parametric sizing. The tankage
sizing analysis associated with configurations A2 and B2 is based on specific
sizes and materials.
Structural elements are summarized in tabular form at the beginning
of each configuration section with load condition, margin of safety, and
applicable page number given.
Factors for burst and hazard for the propellant taiqkage are taken as
2.2 and 1.76, respectively, instead of utilizing 1. 75 and 1. 10 of the design
critieria, because long-time creep stress levels in terms of percentage
of allowable yield stress are more reasonable.
Tradeoff studies are included with detailed stress analyses of the
structure and propulsiontankage.
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Figure D-i depicts a typical set of thermal louvers. The amount









Louver opening angle g
Cold plate terr_perature, TCp
Cold plate emissivity, c CP
Louver bottom emissivity,_ LB
Louver top en issivity, _ LT
Louver conductivity between the top and the bottom, k
The geometrical configuration between the various
surfaces, FI_ J
If no external heat enters the louver system, such as solar rad-
iation, then, since the purpose of a set of thermal louvers is to main-
tain the temperature of the cold plate at a constant value, the amount
of heat transmitted through the louvers must be equal to the amount of




TOP .... I ----L------ _// BOTTOM
tttt
QGEN
Figure D-I General Configuration of a set of Thermal Louvers
D-I
1. i General Ecluations
Assuming that the thickness of a louver blade is negligible com-
pared to its width and defining QCP' QLT' and QLB as the quantity
of heat leaving the cold plate, louver top, and louver bottom per unit
area respectively, the following finite difference equations can be
stated for a set of thermal louvers with surfaces that emit and re-
flect diffusely
FCP-LT QLT + FCP-LB QL_
FLT-CPQCP + FLT-LB QL_
4
QCp-(1-eCP) = _ eCP TCp
4
QLT- (1-eLT) = _ eLTTLT
QLB- (1-eLB) FLB-CPQcp+FLB-LTQL = 0- c LB TLB
Defining H as the thermal conductivity of the louvers divided by
the thickness of a single vane then the following heat balance equations
can be stated,:
(D.3)
QCp = FCP-LTQLT + FCP-LB QLB + QGEN
(D. 4)
QLT = FLT_C P OCp+ FLT_LBQLB + H (TLhB_TLT) (D.5)
QLB=FLB_cPQc P + FLB_LTQLT_ H (TLB-TLT) (D. 6)
Noting that for the case of wide open louvers (@ = 90 degrees
in Figure D- i) ,
FCP_L T = FCP_L B
FLB_L T = FLT_LB, and
FLB-CP = FLT-CP
and defining FCP_S as the geometrical configuration factor from the







i +_ CPL i-FcP_S]I+Fcp. J
(D. 7)
The solution of the case of wide open louvers with diffusely emmitting
and reflecting surfaces is independent of the temperature, conductivity,
and emissivity of the louvers.
For a set of thermal louvers in a wide open position, which
emit diffusely but reflect specularly and have their top and bottom
surfaces at the same temperature and with the same radiative character-
istics, the general equations are:
4 LT 4QCP = Ccp_Tcp + Z (i-eCp) _ ¢LT T FScP_L T (D.8)
QGEN = _ CP _Tcp4- Z_ Cp_ _ LT TLT4FScP-I_T
4 ZT LT4FSLT_
_eLTTLT = QcpFSLT-CPeLT +CELT LB +
_c (D. i0)LTZTLT 4 FSLT_LT
The quantities FSI_ J refer to specular geometric configuration
factors between surfaces I and J. If J = I then surface I can "see
itself. " Simultaneous solution of Equations (D. 8) through (D. 10) yields:
1
"i i , -- ' " c -L- -
(D. il)
For an infinite expanse of louvers the geometrical configuration factors
become : CO
,N F I/Z -_ I/Z l
_. " (1-_LT' Li-[l+(N+l) z] + [l+N"J J (D.lZ)-FScp-LT = Z
N=O
FSLT_LB+FSLT_LT = _. (I-_LT)N ÷(N+i) -(N+i (D. i3)
N=O
The solution of equations (D. I) through (D. 6) for louvers which are
fully closed (@=0 in Figure D-I) and which emit diffusely and reflect


























I and H= co then Equation (D. 14) reduces to:
4
o-Tcp
Q for c LB = c
--GEN = Z + i I LT (D. 15)
LT _CP
i. Z Re suits
Solutions to the above derived equations were obtained, in some
instances, by Fortran computing techniques; the flow diagrams of which
are presented in the text where applicable.
Equation (D. 7) which is valid for diffusely reflecting louvers in
a wide open position, was solved manually and results are given in
Figure D-Z. The effective emissivity of the cold plate is depicted as
a function of cold plate emissivity and the quantity K as defined in
Figure D-Z. From K, the value of FcP_scan be obtained which is
necessary for the solution of Equation (D. 7). Effective emissivity may
be defined as the emissivity of a cold plate which, if it were not
covered by a louver system, would radiate an amount of heat away
equal to the amount radiated through a louver system from a cold plate


















K = RATIO OF LOUVER
LENGTH $0 LOUVER --
WIDTH
0.56 0.60 0.64 0.68 0.72
EFFECTIVE EMISSIVITY.
Cold Plate Effective Emissivity as a Fraction of
Cold Plate Emissivity and the Ratio of Louver
Length to Louver Width
Results for Equation (D. 1 I) and auxiliary Equations (D. 12).
and (D. 13) were obtained by Fortran computing methods. Equations
(D. iZ) and (D. I°_-_Iare _v_,_,_-^1--_A+_..........=_y _d precision and substituted
into Equation (D. 11). Equation (D. 1 I) is then solved algebraicly.
Figure D-3 depicts a flow diagram of the program.
Figure D-4 depicts the solution of Equation (D. 1 I) by the
Fortran computing program just described. The data of Figure
D-4 differs from that of Figure D-Z because D-4 is applicable to
louvers with specularly reflecting finishes where Figure D-2 applies to









_Cp _ _Cp ÷0"1
0_ fELT = LELT +
= IECP + I ]
Figure D-3. Voyager Open Louver program Flow Diagra_
0,_
I eCP : COLD pLAT
O,gO I
" 11
0.07 o. Og 0109 " *
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 006
LOUVkR EMISSIVITY
Figure D-4. Louver Performance Louvers Wide Open With
Specularly Reflecting Surfaces
D-6
Solution of Equation (D. i4) also required using Fortran computing
techniques. The input data are converted into a series of constants which
appear in the equation. The right and left-hand sides of the equation are
calculated using an estimate for QGEN" The Newton-Rafeson technique is
is used to compute a revised value for QGENWhich is inserted into the
equations, and the right andileft hand sides of the equation are compared
again. The process is repeated until there is agreement between the
two sides of the equation to within any desired precision. The logic
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Figure D-5. Voyager Closed Louver Program Logic
Flow Diagram
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Results of Equation ( D. 14),which are applicable to a set of louvers
in a fully closed position, are given in Figure D-6 which shows effective
emissivity (as previously defined) as a function of louver conductivity
and gap fraction. The gap fraction is defined in Figure D-6. The follow-
ing conditions were used in evaluating the results of Figure D-6.
• Louver thickness = 0. 25 inch
• _LT = CLB = 0.05
• _ =0.80
CP
Additional data were generated for cold plate emissivities
{_Cp) of 0.70, 0.75, 0.85 and 0.90. With louver thickness and emis-
sivity as before there is no appreciable change and hence the results of
Figure D-6 are applicable to cold plate emissivities in the range 0.70
to 0.90. Results for cold plate emissivities of 0.70, 0.75, 0.85 and
0.90 are given in Table D-I. The results of Figure D-6 and Table D-i
can also be applied to louvers of thicknesses other than 0.25 inches
by the relationship between H, louver conductivity and louver thick-
ness.
Figure D-7 gives the same information as Figure D-6 except that
the emissivity of the louver has been changed to 0.50 from 0.05 to
represent a louver with degraded surfaces, as might result from
extreme micrometeoroid bombardment or contamination from
exhaust plumes.
Figure D-8 gives similar information for a louver with c LT = 0.80
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Figure D-8. Louver Performance (View 3)
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Table D-I. Effective Emissivity versus Gap Fraction and
Cold Plate Emissivity for Louver Thickness



























































0.0438 ! 0.0440 0.0441
0.0626 i 0.0629 0.0632
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I. 3 Discussion of Results
Figures D-2 and D-4 can be used to calculate the heat flux out
through a set of wide open louvers Figure D-2 is applicable to louvers
with degraded surfaces while Figure D-4 is applicable to louvers with
specularly reflecting surfaces. The net heat out of the louvers in the




where B is factor which compensates for the assumption that louver
thickness is negligible compared to louver width and is equal to:
{louver width minus louver thickness) divided by {louver width), eF
the effective emissivity from Figures D-2 and .D-4
is
Figures D-6 through D-8 can be used to obtain the heat flux out
through a set of fully closed louvers. Figure D-6 is applicable to
louvers with a surface emissivity of 0.05. Figure D-7 is applicable
to louvers with a degraded surface{c = 0.50).




QNET = _ FTcp
Figure D-8 is for a set
The net heat flux out is
It should be noted that the effective emissivity is a strong function
of gap fraction in Figure D-6 while in Figure D-7 louver conductivity
is the dominating factor.
i. 4 Application of Results
Consider a louver which is hollow and has walls 0. 005 inches thick.
The preference of a hollow louver over a solid one will be discussed
later. Each louver is 0.25 inches thick, 2 inches wide and 30 inches
long. Considering the ratio of length to width to be infinite, the net heat
out for both a specular and diffusely reflecting louver in both the wide






Louvers wide open, specular emissivity equal to 0.05,
= 0.080 and TCp = 70, 85, li0°F.E CP
O = _T 4
-NET ._,_ (B)




o- = 0. I73 x lO
QNE T
L
I 93 !Btu/hr ftZ Z7.4 watts/ft 2
i05 Btu/hr ft2 30.7 watts/ft Z





= 70, 85, ii0°F.
QNET = _CFTcp 4
_F=I0"6000 5): 00
0- = 0. 175 x i0 -8












Z8. Z watts/ft z
= 0.80
c) Louvers fully closed, specular emissivity equal to 0.05,
eCp = 0.080 TCp = 30°F, 40 ° , 70°F, Gap fraction = 0, 0.0i, 0.0Z
0.04, 0.08.
Because Equations (D-5) and (D-6), Section I. t, do not con-
tain a term for radiative heat exchange between the interior surfaces as
would be applicable to the hollow louver blade being considered, it is
necessary to obtain the result by an iterative means. Furthermore,
in a hollow louver the heat must flow an average distance of i. Z5 inches
and the actual contact area between the top and bottom surfaces is much
less. Consideration must be given to this face and the result becomes
dependent upon the conductivity of the louver blade. Fiberglass and
aluminum were the materials considered.
= 0.18 Btu/hrft OF kaluminum = 67.0 Btu/hrft OF
kFiberglas s
To use Figures D-6 through D-8, it is necessary to use conductivity
values multiplied by the ratio of change in contact area and the
inverse of the ratio of change in conductive path length. Thus
for Figures D-6 through D-8:
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kfiberglass = 0.18[._1. ZBjt i
]
= 0Cl jl_ j j










Proceeding for the case of aluminum:
QOUT = eF










































QOUT consists of two parts, that which passes through the gap and that
which passes through the louver. For a gap fraction of 0.0Z and for
TCp = 40°F
4
QGAp= _ (0.0Z) TCp
= 2.1 Btu/hr ft 2
Thus QLouver = 4.8 - Z. I = Z. 7 Btu/hr ft 2
= tu.vo) = 4Z0°RTLT crcLT
Considering only conduction between the top and bottom of the louver
TLB can be solved for.( )2.7 0. Z5TLB-0.98 (0.067)(IZ) + TLT = 4ZI°R
With TLT = 4Z0°R and TLB = 4ZI°R, the radiative transfer of heat
between the top and the bottom is
I0____._0__1 ll - TLT 4) =0.0i8 Btu/hr ft z
+0.05 .j
Thus radiative transfer is negligible for an aluminum louver with
= e = 0.05 and no iteration is necessary.c LT LB
TCp
Proceeding for the case of fiberglass: for only the case of
= 40°F and ¢ LT = ¢ LB = 0.05 and gap fraction = 0.02
for f = 0.0Z, c F = 0.0305
4
QOUT = cF • TCp
= 3.3 Btu/hr ftz
which consists of two parts :
QGAP= 2. i6 QLouver = i. i4
i. i4 i -l i/4
TLT o- c LT J 4O O R
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Con side ring conduction only:
i. i4 _( 0.25TLB- 0.98 0. 000i8)(i2)
%.
For these values of TLT and TLB:




Thus for the fiber glass louver QRAD
must be performed.
I) (TLB4 - TLT4) = 1.67
is significant and an iteration
Assume a louver with a conductivity equal to:
0. 000i8 i. i4 = 0. 00044
From Figure D-6 for f = 0.0Z, _F = 0.036
4
QOUT = _F • TCp
= 3. 90 Btu/hr ftz
QGAP = Z. i6
TLT= 376°R
1.74 LTLB = _ (0.
Check:






(]radiation = _ i I
07-0-5 + o.0----Y-
J+ TLT = 459°R
459-37 = 0.72
Total i. 78
Thus, it can be concluded that a fiberglass louver with a conductivity
of 0. 18 Btu/hr ft ° F, with internal radiation, is equivalent to a louver
with a conductivity of 0.44, and no internal radiation.
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Thus with a gap fraction of 0.02 and specular surfaces of 0.05,
plate temperature = 40 ° F, and cold plate emissivity - 0.8, the com-
parative heat rates, in the closed position, is, for fiber glass and
aluminum :
QOUT (fiberglass) = i. 74 + Z. 16 (GAP) = 3, 90
Btu/hr ftZ
QoUT(aluminum) = Z. 64 + Z. 16 (GAP) = 4.80
B tu/hr ft-
Louvers fully closed, gap fraction is 0.02, TCp= 490°R, CCp =
0.8, e LT = e LB = 0.50, but interior louver finish is 0.05.
The above iterative method used in 1.4c must again be used but
with the information contained in Figure D-7. Sparing the reader the
mechanics of the iteration the results are:
For fiber glass
QOUT = 5. Z6 Btu/hr Z
For aluminum
QOUT = Z3.8 Btu/hr ft 2
d)
= 0.8, _CP
Louvers fully closed, gap fraction is 0.02, TCp = 490°R,
LT = 0.80, cLB = 0.05, interior louver finish is 0.05.
This case was investigated when it became apparent that a
fiberglass louver would outgas thus destroying the finishes with
= 0.05. With a proper a/• ratio on the exterior surfaceLT
{a=O. 2, c= O. 8) no high temperatures exist and thus outgassing would
not occur when the louvers were exposed to sunlight.
For fiber glass
QOUT = 4.88 Btu/ HR FT
cold
1.5 Types of Louvers
The louver blades in a set of thermal louvers can be solid, sand-
wich, or hollow and of almost any material. Insulative materials are
preferred since their ability to prevent heat flow is better, particularly
for degraded surfaces. Most highly insulative materials do not have the
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necessary structural properties to be used alone and must be sand-
wiched between more rigid surfaces. The alternative is a completely
hollow blade having a low emissivity surface in its interior.
2
Results from Section I. 4 c) indicate that I. 06 Btu/hr ft of heat
is radiated internally between the louver surfaces for a hollow fiber
glass blade with an emissivity of 0.05. Any filling for such a louver
must have a Conductivity as given by the following equation to be
competitive:
k = (I. 06) Z_X
AT
AX = 0. 25 inches = 0. 0208 ft
AT = 83 OR
-4
k= Z. 6x iO
The value is at the questionable lower limit of existing fillings and
since fabrication techniques are touchy for such a blade, the hollow
blade with a low emissivity in the interior is preferred.
I. 6 Louver Actuation Mechanisms
There are several types of louver actuation mechanisms as
depicted in Figures D-9 through D-17. Among them are included the
bimetal or thermostatic spring, the bourdon tube type, and the thermal
actuator type. Which type is best is dependent upon the temperature
range in which actuation must occur and what magnitude of gap frac-
tion can be tolerated. The actuator must be in good thermal contact
with the _v_-^1_I-_I_÷_÷_vpe _t_.....quick response_ to sudden temperature
change s.
For a complete actuation from a closed to an open position or
vice versa, the thermal actuator or bourdon tube type actuator can
perform this operation in a narrow temperature range (approximately
10°F) where the bimetal spring actuator requires about 40°F.
For minimizing gap fraction and hence heat leak in the closed
position the thermal actuator is ideal since it can produce a force of
near 50 Ibs where abimetal spring has about 0. I pound of force.
The bourdon tube can produce a good force, but danger lies in the
probability of leaks or meteoroid puncture. Gap fraction with a thermal
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EVALUATION OF THERMAL ACTUATORS
I. WEIGHT ....... (5).. 0.0883 LB
2. COST .............. 7
3. RELiABiLITY ..... (7 ) . . 0.9996
4. ADJUSTMENT .......... 7
5. MANUFACTURING ........ 4
6. SIMPLICITY ............ 6
7. HEAT TRANSFER ABILITY ...... B
B. TORQUE LEVEL .......... 10
9. FAIL SAFE ............ 9
I0. GAP FRACTION .......... 10
11. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT . . 6
12. AVAILABILITY .......... 6
13. MAGNETIC LEVEL ........ 9
TOTAL .... 88
Figure D-9. Wax-Filled Thermal Actuator
Rack and Pinion
EVALUATION OF THERMAL ACTUATORS
I
I. WEIGHT ........ (6) . 0.10B3 LBJ
2. COST ............... 7
3. RELIABILITY ...... (7 ). 0.99B9
4. ADJUSTMENT .......... 6
5. MANUFACTURING ........ 4
6. SIMPLICITY ........... S
7. HEAT TRANSFER ABILITY ...... B
B. TORQUE LEVEL .......... I0
9. FAIL SAVE ............ 9
I0. GAP FRACTION ......... I0
I I . RI_SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT . . 6
12. AVAILIBILTY ........... 6
13. MAGNETIC LEVEL ........ 9
TOTAL . , . 86
j tEFLON BEARING BLOCK_ r_ADJUST SCREc¢
\ ] I /I





1/ //z/z/z/z///l/ //]///I/// /Z///I/I[[ /Ill/ II/l/ll
Figure D-10. Wax-Filled Thermai Actuator
Cable and Pulley Drive
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EVALUATION OF THERMAL ACTUATORS
I. WEIGHT (10) 58 LB/FT 2
2. COST 7




7. HEAT TRANSFER ABILITY ]0
8. TORQUE LEVEL 7
9. FAIL SAFE 7
10. GAP FRACTION 1
11. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 3
12. AVAILABILITY 2




Figure D-I I. Bimetal Louver System
EVALUATION OF THERMAL
ACTUATORS
I. WEIGHT (5) 0.32 LB
2. COST 7




7. HEAT TRANSFER ABILITY 8
8, TORQUE LEVEL IS
9. FAIL SAFE 5
10. GAP FRACTION 9
11 RESEARCH AND 5
DEVELOPMENT
12. AVAILABILITY 4














I . WEIGHT (5) 0.203 LB
2. COST 7




7. HEAT TRANSFER ABILITY 8
8, TORQUE LEVEL 8
9. FAIL SAFE 5
10. GAP FRACTION 6
11 . RESEARCH AND 5
DEVELOPMENT
12. AVAILABILITY 3






FREON FILLED BELLOWS _
Figure D-1 3. Freon Filled Bellows
EVALUATION OF THERMAL ACTUATORS
I. WEIGHT ...... (9) . . . 0.038 LB
2. COST ............ 9
3. RELiABILiTY ..... ( 5 ). . 0.9995
4. ADJUSTMENT ......... 10
5. MANUFACTURING ...... 6
6. SIMPLICITY .......... 6
7. HEAT TRANSFER ABILITY .... 5
8. TORQUE LEVEL ........ 3
9. FAIL SAFE .......... S
10. GAP FRACTION ........ 5
11. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT . . 10
"12. AVAILABILITY ......... 9
13. MAGNETIC LEVEL ....... 9









Figure D-14. Spiral Bimetal Actuator
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EVALUATION OF THERMAL ACTUATORS I
I. WEIGHT (7) 0,998 LB
2. COST 7




7, HEAT TRANSFER ABILITY 6
8. TORQUE LEVEL 10
9, FAIL SAFE 8




13. MAGNETIC LEVEL 10
TOTAL 93
Figure D-IS. Wax-Filled Bourdon Tube
EVALUATION OF THERMAL ACTUATORS
1 . WEIGHT (6) 0.0922 LB
2. COST 7




LOUVER\ 7HEATTRANSEERABLTY78. TORQUE LEVEL 8
>...- 10. GAP FRACTION 9}} • RESEARCH AND
/ -//_ '2. D_V_ _OL IMIETNT S
13, MAGNETIC LEVEL 10
BOURDO N_:_____ TOTAL __ _-
TUBE TUBE
SENSOR AND EXPANDOR








actuator can be held to 0.02 or less, versus 0.08 for abimetallic
spring..
For quick response the bourdon tube or thermal actuator can be
imbedded in the cold plate where response with the bimetallic spring
is slower since most heat to it must be transferred by radiation.
The bimetallic spring has been used successfully in past space-
craft. Whether or not a different type of actuator will permit higher relia-
bility and/or over-all weight saving depends upon required subsystem
development tests.
2. DERIVATION OF INSULATION EQUATION
The equation for steady state heat transfer from one sheet of
multilayer insulation to another takes the form
where the first term accounts for radiative heat transfer and the
second term accounts for conductive heat transfer. If there are n
sheets, hence N-i inter.vals between sheets, summing both sides of
the equation over n-1 intervals gives
where T H and T are the temperatures of the hot and cold side of the
insulation blanket respectively for infinite parallel planes, of emis-
sivities G, and ¢ 2" F is in theory, :
I
F= __1 4- 1 1
el e2
The heat flux through 100 sheets of NRC-2 is given in Figure D-18 for
various sheet spacings. At very large distances between sheets, the
conductive term in Equations (D. 16) and (D. 17) vanishes because the
sheets do not touch one another. Thus heat flux from Figure D-18
should approach an asymptote at low values of D (sheets/inch). This
does occur, and further, if the measured NRC-2 values for el and
2' namely 0.3 and0.03, are used the predicted value of _ agrees
closely with the asymptote estimated from Figure D, 18. This
(D. 16)
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verification of the correctness of Equation(D. 18) has been compounded
by a recent series calorimeter tests on NRC-2 where the radiative
component of heat transfer has been measured.
8























• TEST 1. 10 LAYERS
• TEST 2. 10 LAYERS
I"1 TEST 3. 50 LAYERS
O NRC DATA
40 60 80 100 120 140 160
LAYERS/I NCH
I I I I I I I I I l I I
0.08 0. I0 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.280.30
HEAT FLUX VERSUS DENSITY
180 200 220
Figure D-18. Heat Flux through I00 Sheets of NRC-2
for Various Sheet Facings
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The first terms in Equations (D. 161 and (D. 17) can thus be de-
fined theoretically by the proper substitution of Equation (D. 18). It
is therefore possible to define an apparent value for K for each data
point on Figure D-18. This has been done revealing a dependence of
K on sheet spacing, D, of
-5 i. 186
K= 8. i6x 10 D
Equation I, with some rearranging, becomes





D 1.186 (TH-T) (O. Z0)
N-I
HEAT SHORTS
Heat shorts may be defined as areas which allow large amounts
of heat to pass through for their size. The most obvious of these
are conductive paths with high thermal conductivities such as metallic
structure.
There are several heat shorts for the Voyager spacecraft. Among
them are the solar array-spacecraft attach fitting, the solar array strut-
spacecraft attach points, and the lander-spacecraft attach area. A
description, analysis, and results of each analysis for various shorts
is given.
3. I Solar Array - Spacecraft Attach Fitting
Figure D-19 shows a simplified cross-sectional view of the
solar array-spacecraft attach fitting. The JA-56 three-dimensional
heat transfer program was used in this analysis. This program com-
putes heat transfer by conduction, convection, and radiation in a system
defined in rectilinear, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates. Tem-
peratures are computed as a function of time by the method of finite
differences. Steady-state temperatures, if required, are computed by
a relaxation procedure. Program output consists of a temperature
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history and/or the steady-state temperatures of the system_
Three separate cases were analyzed: One for X (Figure D-19)
= 0.125 inch, one for X = 0.250 inch, and one for X = 0.500 inch. The
worst time for heat leak away from the spacecraft is near the end of
Martian eclipse (2.3 hours duration). The heat leak at this time and the




Figure D-19. Solar Array Spacecraft Attach Fitting
$ DAC Memorandum A2-Z60-CES-JA56.1, 15 M_y 1961.
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Table D-2. Three Cases of Solar Array Space-
craft Attach Fittings
X (in.)
Q, at end of Q, in Sunlight
Martian eclipse (watts) near Mars (watt.sI
0. i25 70 i6
0. 250 60 14
0.500 53 i2
The above values were calculated by assuming a 40°F internal space-
craft temperature. The heat flow near earth, based on an 85°F internal
spacecraft temperature, is approximately the same as the in sunlight
near Mars values except the flow is into the spacecraft.
3. Z Solar Array Struct - Spacecraft Attach Points
The contact area between the attaching struts and the spacecraft
is estimated to be approximately g square inches. The temperature
of the spacecraft is assumed to be 40°F. The struts, if metallic, will
be at worst near -3i0°F. The heat flux out of the spacecraft is given by
the following equation:
t. 2
A = O. 0t °_J7 -,-_.
AT = 360°F
If fiberglass insulative spacers are used then k = 0. i8 Btu/hr ft2 OF
and H = k/Ax where Ax is the thickness of the spacer. Table D-3
shows the heat rates (out of the spacecraft):
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Table D-3. Heat Rate Out of the Spacecraft
Ax(in. ) Q {watts)
0. 125 25.3 watts
0. 250 13.6 watts
0. 500 6.3 watts
3.3 Lander - Spacecraft Attach Area
Little information exists in regard to the lander: howeve r, it
will be assumed that the temperature within the lander is in the range
30-Ii0OF. The area between the lander and the spacecraft, since it
cannot see space and since both the lander and spacecraft exterior
are insulated, will be at a temperature near the range 30 ° to il0°F.
Thus no significant heat short problems exist in this area as long as
the spacecraft and lander are attached.
When the spacecraft and lander are separated the attach area
on the spacecraft is exposed to space and radiates heat away. Assum-
ing an attach area of 0.87 square feet (i/4-inch wide ring, 80 inches in
radius) and that the temperature and emissivity of the exposed attach
area are 40°F and 0.80, respectively, then the heat flux away from
the spacecraft is:
= T 4Q CAc
= 0. 173 x i0 -8 {0.87)10.80){500) 4
= 75.2 Btu/hr
= 22.0 watts
If the emissivity of the exposed area is reduced to 0.1 the heat loss
is reduced to 2.75 watts.
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3.4 Attitude Control Lines
There are 12 attitude control lines, each 3/16 in. O.D. with 0.020
in. walls passing near the solar array. Assuming a = 0.25, e= 0.28
and near earth condition (G=443), the maximum temperature of these
lines is given by:
where 596 is the temperature of the solar array in OR.
The minimum temperature near the end of Martian eclipse for a
solar array temperature of 454°R before eclipse, is given by:
0- t0.28) (wD) T4dv = PCP (Volume) dT
The maximum and minimum temperatures are :
TMA X = i45°F
TMI N (2.3 hour eclipse) = -224°F
The heat loss or gain is given by"
Q= I-IA_ T
AT = 264 {for interior spacecraft temperature = 40°F)
= 60 (for interior spacecraft temperature = 85°F)
A = iZ (0.000073)
H = 67 (i foot of aluminum)
Q = 16 Btu/hr or 5 watts heat loss at end of
Martian exlipse
Q = 4 Btu/hr or I watt heat gain near earth
4. PROPULSION SYSTEMS
4. 1 Exhaust Plume Heatin G
Heat transfer to the spacecraft from the exhaust plumes by
radiation and convention from the plume of the solid retromotor, and
by convection from the plume of the liquid bipropellant motor were
conside red.
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4. 1. 1 Radiation Heatin_ by the Solid Motor
The technique used in calculating the radiation heat loads to
the spacecraft from the plume of the solid propellant retromotor has
been compared with test data. The technique is greatly simplified and
therefore requires some justification: the radiant core of the plume
is treated as a solid cylindrical body of finite length and constant
temperature. The test data was taken from the reference footnote$
which is classified confidential. The data is therefore presented in
such a manner as to preclude the requirement of classifying this
document.
The general arrangement of the radiometers is illustrated
in Figure D-20. These radiometers were designed and calibrated
to sense:
4







The sensed heating rate per unit area
The fraction of the view of the instrument
containing the source
Stefan - Boltzmann constant
Emissivity of the source
Source temperature
What is termed the "Point Six- Point Six" relationship was
used to determine the radiant flux emitted by the equivalent plume per
unit surface area. That is:
_I = O. 6i0.6 (Tc)l4J
"An Investigation of Rocket Motor Heat Transfer to a Surrounding
Spacecraft Structure at Simulated Altitude Conditions (U), Report
No. AEDC-TDR-63-79, May 1965.
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where (T c) is equal to the chamber temperature.
is simplified to:
4
ct = 0. 07770-T
C
This relationship
The relationship for comparing measured heat fluxes with theoretical




The factor (f) is dependent on the assumed configuration of the radiant
core of the plume. For the comparison, both a cylindrical configuration,
with a diameter equal to the exit diameter of the nozzle, and a conical
configuration, with a semi-apex angle equal to the half-angle at the
exit of the nozzle, were considered. The effective length of the plume
was taken to be ten nozzle exit diameters.
R4 R3
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D-Z0. Solid Motor Heating Theory Text Comparison
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The results of the comparison are tabulated in Figure D-Z0.
The percentage difference between the measured and theoretical values
for cylindrical (CYL) and conical (CONE) configurations for the mea-
sured average (AV) and peak (PEAK) heating rates are compared.
For the purposes of this study, the use of the "Point Six -
Point Six " relationship combined with a cylindrical core configur-
ation of finite length and constant temperature is shown to give
reasonable results. However, more refined techniques would be
employed during the detail design phase. This technique was employed
in the analysis of two regions of the spacecraft, the aft end of the bus
lying in the exit plane of the solid motor and the aft face of the solar
array. Spacecraft Configurations A-I and A-2 were analyzed.
The plume was broken into several nodes. The heating
rates of the individual nodes were calculated and then summed to
determine the total head load.
The maximum heating rate for the aft end of the bus does not
vary between the two configurations. The calculated incident rate is
13.5 Btu/ftZ-sec. In applying this rate to an analysis of insulation and
structure, it would be multiplied by the surface absorptivity.
The heating rate incident upon the aft end of the solar array
varies between the two configurations because of the difference in shading
by the bus. The calculated incident heat flux for Configuration A-2 is
considerably greater than for Configuration A-i: 0.92 Btu/ft 2 -sec for
A-2 and 0.6 Btu/ft2-sec for A-I.
4. 1. 2 Convective Heating by the Solid Motor Exhaust Plume
The exhaust plume of the solid propellant motor is shown to
expand forward of the nozzle exit plane and would therefore impinge
upon portions of the spacecraft structure. Figure D-21 shows lines
of constant properties and the plume boundary for the motor being
studied. Data from this figure were used to predict the convective
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Solid Motor Plume Characteristics
The pressures in the exhaust plume, especially in the
region of impingement, are low enough to justify a free molecule
heating analysis. Free molecule heating is independent of flow length or
any other characteristic dimension of the body, unlike conventional
analyses in the continuum flow regime. The only consideration given
to the configuration of the body in the free molecule regime is the
inclination of the surface to the oncoming flow. In .,_..._ this theory,
it is assumed that the component of kinetic energy normal to the surface
is transferred to the surface in the form of heat.
Relating the rate of change of kinetic energy of the gas stream,
with respect to time, to the heat transfer rate gives
KE= IIZ V z
wher e
I_E = Kinetic energy rate
_i = Heating rate
r_ = Mass flow rate




where (Pl is equal to the gas stream density.
The stagnation heating rate then becomes
_= 1/2pV 3
To account for inclination angles other than 90 degrees, the heating
rate is multiplied by the sine of the angle between the plane of the sur-
face and the oncoming gas stream.
Cl= i/Z V 3 sin a
line,
This
heating rate that it can be neglected. Even by itself,
heating rate is below a level of concern.
From this relationship, and the properties along the M=20
the stagnation heating was calculated to be 0. 023 Btu/ft 2 -sec.
predicted heating rate is so much lower than the radiation
the convective
4. i. 3 Convective Heating by the Liquid Bipropellant Engine
Exhaust plume characteristics for the bipropellant engine,
such as in Figure 5-76 in Volume 5, Section V were not provided and
were therefore generated.
First, the JA60 Thermo-chemical Processes program was
used to generate the fluid properties, as a function of Mach number,
for an isentropic process. The program input includes the atomic compo-
sition and two thermodynamic properties. It is assumed that. the compo-
sition is in equilibrium up to a specified velocity and frozen thereafter.
The inputs included:
o Composition = I. 6 (INzO4) CH3NzH 3
o Chamber pressure = 1 00 psia
o Chamber temperature = 5500 ° I_
o JANAF thermochemical tables
JA60 data is then input into the F401 Characteristic Net for Jet
Plumes program. This program calculates the flow properties of
exhaust gases as a function of location downstream of the nozzle exit
plane. The properties are calculated by the method of characteristics
D-34
for an axisymetric flow. Other input quantities include:
o Nozzle expansion ratio = 60:1
o Nozzle half-angle = i l degrees
o Nozzle radius = i0. i85 inches
A convective heat transfer analysis was performed in the
same manner as was done for the solid motor plume. From the
properties along the M=I4 line, a stagnation heating rate of 0. 016 Btu/ft Z
- sec was calculated. A heating rate of this magnitude should not
require alteration of thermal protection requirements.
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. EQUIPMENT MOUNTING SURFACE TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
ANALYSIS
The selection of mounting surface thickness, allowable variations
in dissipated power flux densities and the number of louvers covering
an equipment panel are interrelated parameters affecting temperature
gradients within an equipment panel. An analysis was performed in
which temperature gradients were evaluated for a simulated equipment
panel as a function of the above listed parameters. In addition, the
effects of the honeycomb core thermal conductance upon temperatures
of concentrated heat sources such as the transmitter were investigated.
5. I Assumptions
The basic assuneptions used in the analysis are:
a) The equipment mounting surfaces, 29 x 36 inches
7075T6 aluminum alloy panels, were each sectioned
into 48 equal isothermal volumes which were con-
ductively but not radiatively coupled.
b) The louver side of the panel was assumed to be
exposed to space with a configuration factor of
unity and did not receive external thermal energy.
c) The inner surface of the panel was adiabatic.
d) Power dissipation over nodal volumes was uniform.
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RESULTS MATRIX
Temperature Gradients as a Function of
Mounting Surface Thickness, Power Dissipation Levels,








Panels ..i_ Mils(1 x 10 in. )
Total Number of
Louvers for the
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D-38
Two Each 0. 025 in. Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. of Louvers = Z4
Heat Input = High = 0.40 W/in 2, Low = 0.00 W/in Z
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) for Heat Input Pattern
AVE TEMP OF N0()E, °F _ - NO#E NO.
...._----4--:--
I I,,
Izs.0 I 46.8 _ Izz/_ sg,Z
4 _% il
IIS, _ 1 5J.:; ! IZ¢.6 48{).
I
97'8 ! _4 3 _ ,IJO'?
48.95 , IZ_..6__! sJs IIS I31 u
39'& j_ IZ 7'Z_4 46I _ I Z Z.O
/
_-3.6 s, J4LI J_l _6.3 3, lL618 {C
38.7 ,, 136.6 z I 4(.I _- 128 61_
46,0 I 5o.4. 47.1 IZ9,3
4S 41 47 _
Temperature Map For Case 1 Hot Side
Two Each 0.01 0 in. Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Z
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° F Ft
No. of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 0.30 W/in Z, Low = 0.I0 W/in Z
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) for Heat Input Pattern
AkfE. TEMI_ OF N0P[, °F
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Temperature Map for Case Z Hot Side
D-39
Two Each 0. 025 in. Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr OF Ft Z
No. of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 0.30 W/in 2, Low =0. i0 W/in Z
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Temperature Map for Case 5 Hot Side
Two Each 0.0Z5 in. Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° F Ft x
No. of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 0. 25 W/in 2 , Low = 0.15 W/in z
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) for Heat Input Pattern
I%_E TE.MP OF NOP[., °'6 ._-.NOpr,5 NO.
8h8 69,7 "78(4 66.3"
t _ _ 4
81.4- 69.4 ?_.l 6&.O
8L.O 69.5 783 66..5
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t
76.9 _8._
7g,7 _, 7011 ,_ u, ,,
7s.(9 7t. S 75,1 70.7
707_ 7S./ ,, _I.S ,, 7_.8
6,g,L 76.9 70._ 78.7
(_.8 77.'_ (9.5 80.0
6"6 ,S 78,_ 6"9.5 8 1.0
• 66.0 _, . 78.1 _z 69.4 ,.- 8.l.4
(6,5 4s_l 78.6 6£7 81,841 4_ 4,
Temperature Map for Case 6 Hot Side
D-40
Two Each 0. 010 in. Face Sheets - 7075 Tb Aiuminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° F Ft 2
No. of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 0.25 W/in 2, Low = 0. 15 W/in Z
































Temperature Map For Case 3 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 025 in. Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
oo Btu/hr ° F Ft 2Honeycomb Gore Conductance =
No. of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 0. 40 W/in 2 , Low = 0. 00 W/in 2
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) for Heat Input Pattern
Temperature Map for Case 4Hot Side
D-41
Two ]Bach 0.05 in. Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. of Louvers = Z4
Heat Input = High = 0.40 W/in 2, Low = 0.00 W/in Z
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern








































Temperature Map for Case 7 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 050 in. Face S'heets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 0.30 W/in 2, Low = 0.10 W/in 2
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern













































Two Each 0. 050 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance =ooBtu/hr.°FFt 2
No. Of Louvers = 24 nZHeat Input = High = 0.25 W/in 2, Low = 0.15 W/i
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
P,,VE YE.MP OF NOP[ °F NO_L NO.
_.6 j n., 75'2 _ _.0
78.3 IIi 71.h- Z 75.0 3 I_ 68.0
4
77.3 71.3 7_.8 1 68.8
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4s 4( 4_
Temperature Map for Case 9 Hot Side
Two Each 0.0i0 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance =oo Btu/hr° FFt 2
No. of Louvers = 12
Heat Input = High = 0. 40 S/in 2, Low = 0.00 W/in Z
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Temperature Map for Case I0 Hot Side
D-43
Two Each 0. 010 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Alurginum
Honeycomb Core Conductance =coBtu/hr o FFt _
No. of Louvers = i2 W/in Z
Heat Input = High =0.30 W/in 2, Low =0. 10
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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for Case tl Hot Side
Two Each 0.010 in Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = co Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. of Louvers = 12
Heat Input = High = 0.25 S/in 2, Low = 0. 15 S/in 2
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern


































Temperature Map for Case 12 Hot Side
D-44
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = co Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. of Louvers = i2 in ZHeat Input = High = 0.40W/in 2, Low = 0.00 W/
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Temperature Map for Case i3 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Alumi_num
Honeycomb Core Conductance = co Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. Of Louvers = i2 W/inZHeat Input = High = 0. 30 W/in 2, Low = 0. I0
See Figure 5-34 For Heat Input Pattern
'°°z+l7+ ,I+'+,i'°+.
9").0 74. I 86. 5 6 I. 9
94.8 7z_.3 8_.5 _Z._
90,_ 7Z,6 8_3, 5 6 5.5
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al Z4 aJ z
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z$ u zd zv z
6S.5 83,5 7z.( 90.6
62.0 <94.5 72.3 9_:.8
61.5 _, 86,5 ._ 74.1 ,._ 99,0+
60._- 86.+: 7+,_. 1oo. z.
_ /. 4- 88.1 "_ _ 0 _oz._
4S 46 47
NO.
Temperature Map for Case 14Hot Side
D-45
Two Each 0. 025 in Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. Of Louvers = 12
Heat Input = High = 0.25 W/in 2, Low = 0. 15 W/in Z
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Temperature Map for Case I5 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 050 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = co Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. Of Louvers = iZ
Heat Input = High = 0.40 W/in 2, Low = 0.00 W/in ?"
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern












































Temperature Map for Case I6 Hot Side
D-46
Two Each 0. 050 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Alumipum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = tmBtu/hr ° F Ft _
No. Of Louvers = 12
Heat Input = 0. 30 W/in Z, Low 0. i0 W/in g
See Figure 5-34 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
kVE.-rEMI_ OF NODE,=F ,---NODE NO,
/ ,"
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Temperature Map for Case 17 Hot Side
Two each 0.050 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Alumirmm
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. Of Louvers = 12
Heat Input = High = 0. Z5 W/in 2 , Low = 0.15 W/in z
See Figure 5-34 (See SectionV) For Heat Input Pattern
NVE.'I'EMI_ OF NOD[, °_7 _ NO_5 NO.
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Temperature Map for Case 18 Hot Side
D-47
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = co Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 40 W/Node, Low = 0.04W/in Z
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
A,,',,/E.TEMP OF NOPL °F
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Temperature Map for Case 19 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 025 in Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = _o Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. Of Louvers = 24 /inZHeat Input = High = 80W/Node, Low = 0.04 W
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern











































Temperature Map for Case 20 Hot Side
D-48
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = co Btu/hr ° F Ft 2
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 40.0 W/3 Nodes, Low = 0.04 W/in 2
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
Temperature Map for Case 21 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° F Ft Z
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = Higl_ 80 W/3 Nodes, Low 0.04 W/0.04 W/in 2
See Figure 5-40(See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
_W5 -[£M_ OF NOPt °_7 -NOP5 NO.
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Temperature Map for Case 2Z Hot Side
D-49
Two Each 0. 050 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Alumi!}um
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr o FFt _
No. Of Louvers = Z4
Heat Input = High = 40 W/Node, Low = 0.04 W/in 2
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
















































Temperature Map for Case 23 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 050 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr o FFt Z
No. Of Louvers = ?4
Heat Input = High = 80 W/Node, Low = 0.04 W/in ?"
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Temperature Map for Case 24 Hot Side
D-50
Two each 0. 050 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = oo Btu/hr ° FFt 2
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 40 W/3 Nodes, Low = 0.04 W/in 2
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Temperature Map For Case 25 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 050 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = co Btu/hr o FFt 2
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 80 W/3 Nodes, Low =0.04 W/in 2
See Figure 5-40 {See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Temperature Map for Case 26 Hot Side
D-51
Two each 0.0?.5 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = 5.0 Btu/hr °FFtZ
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 40 W/Node, Low =0.04 W/In 2
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Temperature Map For Case 27 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = 5.0 Btu/hr °FFt _
No. Of Louvers = 24 Z
Heat Input = High = 80 W/Node, Low =0.04 W/In
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Temperature Map for Case 28 Hot Side
D-5Z
Two each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = 5.0 Btu/hr.°FFt "
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 40 W/B Nodes, Low = 0.04 W/in 2
See Figure 5-40 {See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern


































Temperature Map for Case 29 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = 5.0 Btu/hr °FFt _
No. Of Louvers = Z4 2
Heat Input = High = 80 W/BNodes, Low = 0.04 W/in
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
_:F.. TF._P OFNOt>F.,"F7 --NO_F..NO
_s.7 I _., I _,_,"
Temperature Map for Case 30 Hot Side
D-53
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = 15.0 Btu/hr °FFt _
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 40 W/Node, Low = 0.04 W/In 2
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Temperature Map for Case 31 Hot Side
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = 15.0 Btu/hr°FFt z"
No. Of Louvers = Z4
Heat Input = High = 80 W/Node, Low = 0.04 W/In z
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Temperature Map For Case 32 Hot Side
D-54
Two Each 0. 025 In Face Sheets - 7075 T6 Aluminu_
Honeycomb Core Conductance = i5.0 Btu/hr °FFt/
No. Of Louvers = 24
Heat Input = High = 40 W/3 Nodes, Low = 0.04 W/In 2
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern
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Case 33 Hot Side
Two Each 0.025 In. Face Sheets 7075 T6 Aluminum
Honeycomb Core Conductance = 1%. 0 Btu/hr °FFt/
No. Of Louvers= 24
Heat Input High = 80 W/3 Nodes, Low = 0.04 W/In Z
See Figure 5-40 (See Section V) For Heat Input Pattern













































Temperature Map For Case 34 Hot Side
D-55
Study _-.eyorL,-_- "- Vcra_,e-_ _ Snacecraft.
August ii, i965
Yolu:__e '. Sur__r_%ary
Sub .... " .....
_._.c,a. ::_.: _. 79. attached,
Volun<e Z. i£. L .o'q.cr S:]acecraft
/ -_ [lien;_h' ::necessary landed operations" should read "necessary
O D.%.L" all ol_ s.
-_. i<3 oac =on _o_. secona line should read 'khreshold of 0 Z5 gamma"
k $<. lniiN.ra s. C=ange "IZ8 Word DRO Gore _ienzory
Bl<O Gore ivlerr_ory '_
" to "Z56 Word
: ..... _anornlnator of second tern% on r_h_ hand side of equation should
read
-- .k I <_''_ !i< " Y
.. 3Si. i.'i':ure i, Section F-F. "separation nut '_should read "bolt catcher"
Volur_<e 3. l'_c ager Program Plan
Subs zi'c-ate new p. i; a_a_.n_d.
"_. 13. :__iOu-re Z-3. I_T_i Assemblies in item 7 move i.5 months to right
.LPigure 2-6. First milestone date should be September i, i969,
ir_slead of n_id-ffanuary 1970, and ail subsequent dates should be
correspondingly adjusted -!.5 months earlier.
"D. ZO. Table l-Z. Third item in i969 column should read ::coincident
witk con_p!etion of proof test model assemblies° Fifth item in
this _" -co_un_n change "Z weeks" to '_3.5 months " Fourth item in











Figure 5-2. Under Intersystem Interface Specification add a
"_1 _- _'_I
_.oc#, en,_ed "Spacecraft to OSE Interface Specification"
Last line of paragraph c should read "shown in Table 5-2."
Figure 5-i3. Year should be i966 instead of i965.
_'_,u_'e 5-18 Ignore all numbers associated with lines in figure.
h_igur_ 5-2!. In line 20 change "design revisions" to "design
reviews"
Second paragraph, third line, "The capability of the transmitter
Zo select" should read "The capability of the transmitter selector J
Sccticn heading n. should read Experiment Data Handling
_c_ion 3.2.I beginning of second paragraph should read "The
'_ _" _- fuel . "
_./_aZ.__ . .









.__p.___. _._gure 3-19. Caption should read "Radial Center of Mass...
p.J-{S!. Last paragraph, second line, "For the baseline, the reliability..."
_hould read "The reliability ... "
P. _!z_. o_n line, replace "0.06 pound/watt" by "0.6 pound/watt"
c_',2.--21_7_ Figure 3-50. Dot in ellipse at right should be 0.
Section 5.3.2, secona paragraph, 7th line, should read "Figure 3-52."
Second line, "with a variable V" should read "with a variable AV"
First line, "3250 km/sec" should read "3.250 km/sec"
Figure 3-64. interchange coordinates, clock angle and cone angle
Figure 3-81. An arrow should connect "Low-gain spacecraft
antenna" and the dashed line at 73 X 106 km
Volume 4. Alternate Designs: Systems Considerations Appendix
/-
p.-@6_, Figure A-2. The shaded portion under the lower curve should
extend to the right only as far as 325 lb.
p. 9.
p. 207.
Table AS1, part (i). In last column heading chang "W3" to
"WI". in part (4) last column heading change "VI3 e to "W4"
Second line below tabulation, replace "575 X 35" by "570 X 35"
Tabulation at bottom of page, change "i8" to "30" and "400"
to "240"
ATu_-zerator of equation for k best at bottom of page should read
'z0.CZ01," and numerator of equation for k worst should read
"9.21"
p. Z09. Table 5B, fifth line. Delete " X 10- " Also p. 213, Table 7A,
seventh line, and p. 232, Table 3B, fifth line.
p. 217.
p. 3 p_
Top portion of Table 9B should be labeled "primary mode"
_,_sLe_d of "other modes"
In equations following words "clearly" and "thus" insert " >"
before second summation.
Voluble 5. Alternate Designs: Subsystem Considerations
po
p°
3-!5 Fifth line, "... is extended, spacecraft" should read "... is
extended, two spacecraft"
4500 = M" to " _ M "
p. 3-51 Two equations at bottom of page should read
D = 4_A/k Z
p.
A
DX Z i000 k 2
3-67 Ti_ird line, last parenthesis " _ + 4 ) --"
p. 3-8Z 6th line should read "50 degrees:: instead of "50-140 degrees,"
and seventh line should read "140 degrees" instead of "50-140
degrees"
p. 3-!Ii Last line, change "50 Mc" to "I Mc"
p. 3-137 Item g) for "... followed by 5 frames of real time" substitute
"... followed by Ii frames of low rate science data and 5 frames
of real time"
3
pp. 3-!50 and 3-151 are interchanged.
p. 3-156 Last line, should read "gates, a 7 bit"
p. 5-21 Second paragraph, third line, for "others since they are"
substitute "others which are"
p. 5-33 3jork equations should identify 0.18 as an exponent, and the
exponent for (pp/pt) in the Hermann and Jones equation
should be 2/3 in both cases.
p. 5-33 Figure 5-12 should be replaced with Figure C-7 of Appendix C.
p. 5-40 =n__ _= hnes above Table 5-10 substitute "permanent set" for
I:experin% ent"
Volun%e 5 __"......-e _z:sns .... y=,__.=_ Considerations. Appendix I
p. L-':I _Lo_torr_ of page, for ':rZ/3=_ substitute "(V/C) Z/3 r"
p. C-4
p. C-5
The title of Figure C-2 should read "Figure C-2. Meteoroid
.nz!ux___teR- Circular Orbit Mars", and the title of Figure C-3
should read "Figure C-3. Meteoroid Influx Rate Cruise"






Line 13 should read: "... of low density (pp < 2.4 gm/cm3...
Figure C-4. The ordinate "2" should read "I00"_ __.....
pp. C-17
f-.
The figures C-6 and C-7 on pages C-17 and C-Z1 should be
reversed.
p. C-Z8 The title of Figure C-8 should read "Meteoroid Shield Test
Specimen ':
p. C-29 The title of Figure C-9 should read "Cutaway of Meteoroid
Shield Test Specimen
p. C -34 Ln Section 1.8 the first sentence should be replaced by the
following two sentences: "Preceding sections of this appendix
contain derivations of the probability of penetrations of the
spacecraft outer skin by meteoroids. It is clear that to design
an outer skin of sufficient thickness to reduce the probability
of no penetrations to a low level, such as 0.05 to 0.01, would
be prohibitive in terms of the weight required."
4
p.
C-35 In the first equation, the expression •"(t in m2) ''in two places
should read "(t in ca)" and "A" in two places should read





In Table C-Z, all values in inches should be in centimeters.
A zero should be inserted immediately following the decimal
point, for example: (0.0Z0-inch) = 0.05080, (0.0Z0-inch) =
0.06096, (0.0Z0-inch) = 0.04064, etc.
In Section 1.8.7 Computation of Ris, the sixth line should
read "... than i0"6 are neglected"
p. C-45 in listing under "Values of t Used for Extreme Environment _
Analysis," under Inch, the first number should read 0.020
instead of O.ZOZ
p. C-SZ ha !.I0 NOMENCLATURE, "l<Z"
:'i<-2/3 (4 ±Z)" and "B" should be
should be defined as
1000 pt V3
9.8O6 H t
pp. C-i50 and C-151 should be reversed.
_2- C-208 Along the ordinate in the graph,
::S_ress X i0 -2''
':Stress X i0 -3,, should read












Lines 7 and iO change all subscript T tO T
• •
Line 14, change "ME " to "mE "i I
_':..... _'-9 H,I_ s_nnld be "Reflection Phase Angle _6 (deg)"
and Figure F-10 title should be "Reflection Magnitude R"
Last line, change "0.27" to "0.175"
Lines 14 and 15, change ':i4,700 ft/sec to 460 ft/sec" to
14,?00 ft/sec minus 460 ft/sec" and "14,?00 ft/sec to
!0,000 ft/sec" to "14,?00 ft/sec minus i0,000 ft/sec"
Last line in item 4), change "27 per cent" to "17.5 per cent"
Table F-4, under Assumed Parameter for item 2 insert
"+2 X 10 -5'', for item 3 insert "+3 X 10 -5", and for item 4








i%e:._ld. Noise Figure, change "4 db" to "3.5 db"; Gain,
change '_g0 db" to "i0 db:', last line change "i0 db" to
"4 db"
=:gure F-Z1. Change 10Z kc to liZ kc.
Line 22, change to "M i = 21.5 deg or 0.375 radians (rms,
peak)"




z : (!.i)z_ (0.375)z ,,
Line 3, change to "M Z : 1.03 radians (rms) or i.46 radians
_aragraph 1.4, second line, change "fro___ _'M = 10' E to
:,. __ 0
iC- _ ..." to read "from E M = 10 _ _ to i0 4 E


















Figure 6. Caption should be _Typical Grounding Scheme"
Section 1.3.3, change opening of first sentence to read "Launch
pad equipment consists of the ground power and RF consoles
and the test flight program power and control equipment . .. "
Figure I. Lines enclosing Data Format Generator should be
solid.
Last line substitute "4500" for "45"
in Section 4.4.2, change "Z5 per cent" to "250 per cent"
Section 4.5, substitute :_6.5 feet:' for ::six feet z'
i_ifth line, change "30 per cent" to "Z0 per cent"
Section 4.2 should begin with "The hoist beam is ... "
Second line "4 optical alignment targets" instead of 8. Same
correction top of p. G-4ZI.
Section 4.9.2, substitute "Z0 per cent" for "50 per cent"
Volun_e 7. _969 F!!_ht Test Spacecraft and OSE
p. 90 First line should read "Launch pad equipment consists of
the ground power and RF consoles and . . . "
p. I07 Last line, change Volume 5 to Volume 6.
!!.....
